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Projects Offer Parking
But Mean Destruction
For Several Facilities
Manuel Franco

This is the conclusion of a series
about parking at the University of
New Mexico.
Aside from the Education,
Chemistry-Carlisle, Terrace Street
and Central-Stanford, parking
projects mentioned in Wednesday's
Daily Lobo, five other projects are
listed in the University of New
Mexico's "Five Year Level
Facilities Master Plan."

Bill Wechter

Administration Annex Area
The $388,000 project is scheduled
to start in 1984 and will give UNM
101 additional parking spaces.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon members Tom Tomasi (center)and Clifford McNary dig as kids look on yesterday. The fraternity was at the Child Care Co-Op installing donated children's play equipment. George
O'Neil, a Co-Op administrator, said, "This is the third year in a row the fraternity has donated some of
their time to us.

For this project, parking lots
would be built on the southeast
corner of Las Lomas Road and
Redondo Drive and near the corner

Librarians Plan Book on Southwestern Women
Gretchen Paslay

news researcher at KOAT-TV, is
the third collaborator.
Two University of New Mexico
The researchers became in~
librarians are among three women terested in writing a book because
researching a book on historical of the lack of factual material on
women in New Mexico, a project in New Mexican women. Most written
its fourth year.
materials on western women are a
Jan Barnhart, library technical repetition oflegends, Lewis said.
assistant in special collections, and
Barnhart said most written
Linda Lewis, reference librarian, materials on historical figures are
are privately conducting research about men- "like no one existed
on a factual book that they hope in the territory unless they were
will put an end to pe(petuated men."
myths about historical New
Most of the research is original,
Mexican women. Carol Cohea, a_. with information gathered from

court records, archives and long- temporary figures will be men·
distance phone calls tracing tioned later.
relatives, ·Barnhart said._.
After researching various
The book will cover about 300
historical women for four years, the
women, with about 30 in-depth
· authors say they feel as though if
chapters on particularly colorful
they know some of the figures
figures.
personally, and they refer to them
"We are going to inclupe some by first names.
beginning history of New Mexico so
One of their favorites featured in
that we can set the stage for the the book is Susan McSween Barber,
women who will be featured in the known as "the cattle queen of New
chapters," she said.
Mexico," a survivor of the Lincoln
County War.
Lewis said the in-depth chapters
Many of the legends about Susan
will begin in the 1800s, and con- McSween Barber are untrue,
Barnhan said. The researchers
checked letters filed in Arizona to
refute the legend that she had
played the piano in the parlor while
her house burned down and her
husband was shot.
Lewis said her favorite figures
alternate, but she currently enjoys
agencies over the process by which Sadie Orchard. "She ran a hotel
continued on page 3
New Mexico's WIPP site was·
chosen as the country's first nuclear
waste repository. A decision is
pending in U.S. District Court on
SRIC's request for a preliminary
injunction to halt WIPP construction until a national nuclear
waste management policy has been
adopted.
Other current projects include
involvement
in
Sandia
The. University of New
Laboratories'
proposed sludge
Mexico Student Union is
irradiation project in the South
sponsoring two days of
Valley, continued intervention in
Christmas festivities for students
proposed electric utility rate in·
and their families and friends.
creases, and participation in
revision and implementation of
Some SO local children from
state water quality standards. The
needy families will be at the SUB
Center also publishes two
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m.,
magazines, The Workbook and
awaiting Santa Claus and
Mine Talk, which give current
caroling with the afternoon
information on issues which are
crowd of students, professors
dealing with them. Five. free
and others who arrive to share
subscriptions to these magazines
the Christmas spirit.
will be awarded in a drawing during
the open house.
The SUB will provide games

Public Interest Organization Open
F o.r Te:t;Ith AnniversaryCelebration
sorts of public issues, and we en•
courage stUdents to come over and
make use of them," Robinson says
The Center has found its information to be useful in
The center is the oldest public discussions over many important
advocacy · organization in the local, state, and even national
Southwest. It is located at UNM's issues. For example, in the spring of
doorstep, at lOS Stanford S.E. 1980, SRIC Director Paul
behind the Architecture and Robinson appeared in an ABC-TV
documentary.
"The Uranium
Planning Building.
Factor," as an expert on the
UNM faculty, students and hazards on the resources in SRIC's
graduates are among those on its extensiye library.
staffworking on a variety of public
Robms?n, a for'!ler faculty
interest issues. 'these range (rom .• memb.er m the Archt~~cture .and
water and mining issues, to solar rlanntn~ School, says, . UN~ ts, an
and renewable resources, utility tdeal netghbor for an orgamzatton
rate issues, health and radiation such as ours, because we com·
and .. nuclear waste management. plem.ent each ?ther. Stud~nts who
SRIC applies its research on these get. mvolve~ m our proJects are
topics
through
testimony; exctted to fmd out that ~hey can
publications, workshops and legal take t~eir UNM edu~atton and
intervention.
apply tt~ wh7ther be m geology,
law, engmeermg or any other field.
The main thrust of the open Their studies take it on a new,
house; according to Robinson, is to practical meaning when_ they . are
expose more people to the resources related to issues of immediate
concern. We, on the other hand,
available to them at SRIC.
have received our strongest support
"Most students would be sur- from the university community.
prised to know that many things in Students in general have an
our library can't be found in any of awareness and a deep concern for
the university libraries. We have what's happening around them."
SRIC. is the lead plaintiff in a
hooks, magazines, government
documents, and slide shows on all current lawsuit against three federal
Southwest
Research
and
Information Center is celebrating
its lOth year in Albuquerque with
an open house from 3:30 to 7 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 4.

of Las Lomas Road and Buena
Vista.
This lot is designed to serve
visitors to the Administration
Building and the proposed
Administration Annex Building,
says Campus Planner Joe
McKinney. McKinney worked on
the part of the Five Year Plan
concerning parking.
Many of the student services and
organizations located along Las
Lomas Road, such as the Credit
Union, the International Center,
the Public lnformation Ot'fice, the
Native American Studies Building
and the Photo Service would have
to be re-located, McKinney says.
Some of the services and
organizations would be moved
either temporarily to the new
Administration Annex Building or
to buildings along Roma Avenue,
McKinney says.
McKinney says he feels the
building of this lot "would not be a
popular decision if made purely on
economic reasons. But it's hard to
justify their (the buildings on Las
Lomas) existence. This would be
the 'best thing for the university
. overall."
"These buildings (on Las Lomas
Road) would have to be converted
to accomodate the handicapped (if
they remained), and that would be
expensive," McKinney says.
"Way down the line, there would
eventually be a parking structure on
the site" of the Administration
Annex lots, McKinney says. But
such a structure is not included in
the Five Year Plan.
But even then, there would "still
be not enough parking spaces,"
McKinney says.
Girard and Centrlll Lot
This project, scheduled to start in
1984, would give UNM a net gain
of 35 parking spaces and cost about
$353,600.
All the project entails would be
paving, landscaping and installing
continued on page 3

Student Union Festivities
To Include Needy Children

The research center was founded
by Peter Montague, formerly of
UNM's School of Architecture and
Planning, and his wife, Katherine;
in 197 I.
The event is free and open to
everyone, although donations will
be requested for drinks and other
refteshmellts to be served.

I

and refreshments.
A
Christmas
caroling
procession is scheduled for
Friday at 6:30p.m. Carolers are
to meet at the SUB for the
procession to the home of UNM
President William E. Davis,

where they will revive an old
University tra\lition of the
"hanging of the greens. ' 1
The custom Was begun in 1947
by Mortar Board Honor SocietY
and involves placing a pine
bough or other greenery on the
president's gate.
At 8:30 p.m. that day, the
United Campus Ministries, the
Newman Center and the Luther
House will sponsor an in•
terdenominatiorial service at the
Alumni Chapel, situated east of
Scholes Hall.
The Christmas party will
conclude with a free dance at I 0
p.rn. in the Subway Station,
located on the lower level of the
SUB offCasa del Sol restaurant.
"Jams Unlimited" will provide
a disc jockey for lhe evening.
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Senators Say Casey Fit for Office

Playing Upstairs·"llael"
Performing Downstairs-"Stoakers"
On Sunday·"Rael" and "Currency" Play.
Happy Hour From 4 PM to 8 PM.
Free Hors d'oeuvres From 4PM to 6PM.

WASHINGTON - The Senate
Intelligence Committee said
Wednesday CIA director William
-83
8176
Casey was "at minimum inattentive
Montgom~~ Pl~."a Mall San Mateo at Montgomery 8
·
to detail,, unresponsive to
,
.financial disclosure requirements
~~~~~~~Ill and mistaken in the appointment of
;,
~ a key aide.
'::'
~ ~ But it said after days of closed'~
·1.~ door wrangling that "~o basis has
~
_
.
I' been f~und !or conclud1~g t?,at Mr.
»Please donate non·per·ishable qoods at thE' followrng:
Caseylsunfittoholdofflce.
~ T C? 'tbook Co-op SUB· lobby Mechanical ~ _ The inv-estigation_ began in July
~'
x_
•
•
'
1ft after Casey's ch1ef of covert
~;: Engm~~rmg and th~ Faculty Club.
if operations, Max Hugel, resigned
~ ''"""_ orc•u bv Student Veterdlh ~md AT M Bu,inc;, l.lub. I or more tn· ~'~ ~mid allegation_ s _he had e_ngaget;\ in
lonn<~ll<m<,,IID7-3701 or277-ill50
'Illegal stock tradmgpractlcesanda
!l federal court issued a civil

Chrishnas Food Drive!

Two Spring Courses To Examine
Colonialism's Effect On Our World

by United Press International

r

~~{:f~..:>\f.:.,f'~~rJ'..:>i~~~.,p~.,.!

judgment against ~asey and ~ther
directors of an agncultural bus1ness
for allegedly misleading investors.
The committee looked into
Casey's business dealings, his
activities while heading the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Export-Import
Bank the Hugel !\ppointment !!nd,
especlally, the financial disclosure
forms he filed when he. joined the
Reagan administration.
The report said, "Having
reviewed the facts obtained .in the
course of its four-month investigation, the committee reaffirms its July 29, 1981, statement

Thomas Hacker

that no basis has been found for
concluding that Mr. C!!sey is unfit
to hold office as director of Central
Intelligence."
Casey's
original
January
disclosure, the report said,
''omitted at least nine investments
valued at more than a quarter of a
million dollars, personal debts and
contingent liabilities of nearly
$500,000, a number of corporations
or foundations on whose board Mr.
Casey served, four civil lawsuits in
which he was involved in the last
five years and more than 70 clients
he had represented in private
practice in the last five years," it
said.

Stock
Market
Report

•

I

Those c~Hege
}(ids th1nl<

the\f're so
Smart~~

)

,,

h
Yea .,
btttonlLt..we
}(now ifthe
light's on in

here'~

f

An unctergrat;luate program in
international studies, "Colonialism
and Its Legacy," is a proje~t
coordinated through UNM's Latin

MSKP • NAT'l MED BDS

ECFMG • FLE~·· VOE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-ll.MPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Spcctalt'sts

Since 1938
Fot iriformMI0/7, P!etlsa Calf:

'

Jonathan Porter will teach History
220-00 I, "Colonialism in the
Making of the Modern World,"
examining the history of the
colonial period from classical times
to the early 20th cent11ry,
Professors Robert Kern and
Steven Kramer will team up for
History 220-002, "The Legacy of
Colonialism in the Contemporary
World."
The course will focus on the final
stages of empire-building !lnd the
rise of independence movements,
·using Latin American as the
primary example.
The only prerequisite for either
course is an introductory course in
either
history,
anthropology,
political science or sociology.

The courses are aimed at lower
1;\ivision undergraduate students as
an introduction to international
studies, and will offer differing
viewpoints of history, an·
thropology, political science and
sociology.
The courses are under the
academic direction of a group of
four history professors, and each
course will be team. taught.
Professors Peter Bakewell and

Medicine Awards Given
To Four UNM Seniors
The award recognizes superior
performance
in
academics,
scholarly and research programs
and community servic~.

NEW YORK The stock
market suffered its (irst clear-cut
loss in five sessions Wednesday
amid rumors that President Reagan
was ill. The White House twice
denied the reports that originated in
the commodities market.
The Dow Jones industrial
average shed 7.61 points to 882.61,
the first setback since it eased 1.14
points Nov. 23.
The New York Stock Exchange
index dropped 0. 78 to 72.40 and the
price of an average share decreased
33 cents. Standard & Poor's 500stock index lost 1.41 to 124.69.
Declines topped advances 1065-479
among the 1964 issues traded.
Big Board volume dwindled to
44.51 million shares from 53.98
million traded Tuesday, indicating
that several insititutions, which
became active the past couple of
weeks, retreated to the sidelines to
see where the market was headed.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter at 4 p.m. EST
totaled 51.91 million shares down
from the 61.34 million traded
Tuesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index dropped 4.16 to 326.40 and
the price of a share fell 19 cents.
Declines topped advances 339-230
among the 797 issues traded.
Volume totaled 4.85 million shares
compared with 5.4 million
Tuesday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index
ofOTC stocks lost0.78 to200.35.
On the trading· floor, Marathon
was the most active NYSE"Iisted
issue, offl 3/4 to 98 1/4.
On the Amex, TeleScience was
the most active issue, up 1/4 to 19
7/8. The company canceled an
offering of 450,000 shares.

265-2524

Two courses offered next spring
at UNM will deal with the history
of colonialism and its impact on the
modern world.

The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine has conferred
its Faculty Award for Excellence on
four senior medical students,

• MCAT • GRE
GRE
• GRE RIO • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT ·CPA • TOEFL
•1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

In the 18th Century, the worWs
"superpower,"
the
European
tr01ding and colonizing empires,
reaped the benefits of conquest in
the far-flung corners of the world.

American Institute using grant
money form the U.S, Department
of Education,

This year's recipients are: Ronald
Kubica, Irene Martinez, Barbara
McGuire and Kenneth Stalter
The award is not necessarily

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

·----------------·I

•
I
I
I

II
1

-

Award winners receive .a letter of
commendation from Dr. Leonard
Napolitano, director of the UNM
Medical Center and dean of the
School of Medicine. The university
forwards the letter in the students'
official records when the students
apply for hospital residencies after
graduation.

-

Sl

-

Fast, Fre13 Delivery

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 12·22-81

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
·~

lighting in what is now a dirt lot.
The gain in parking spaces would
come from better positioning of the
cars parked there because parking
spaces would be marked in the lot.

BEAT THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH

Lomas and Yale Lots
This $254,800 project also involves paving, landscaping and
installing lighting in dirt lots. UNM
would have a net gain of 30 spaces
through this project, which is
scheduled to start in 1985,
The work would be done on the
parking lots on the southeast corner
of Lomas and Yale Boulevards and
on the southeast corner of Yale
Boulevard and Sigma Chi Road.
Physical Plant Department Area
The dirt area around the UNM

-Book--

Physical Plant would be paved and
lighting would be installed in this
$300,000 project scheduled for
1986.
But the project would not result
in the gain of any parking spaces,
just in the improvement of the lot,
McKinney says.
UNMH/BCMC West Area
This is a $410,000 project which
would result in a net gain of 33
parking spaces by re-designing the
two parking lots west of the
University of New Mexico/BCMC
Hospital.

~~

~~~·

· General Stores
403 Cordova Rd. West

Because $200,000 of the project's
cost will be paid by the selling of
bonds by Bemalillp County, the
project cannot start until the bonds
are sold, McKinney says.

Santa Fe

This dirt lot would be paved and
lighting would be .installed,
McKinney says.

111 Harvard SE

8117 Menaul NE

(across from UNM)

(across from Hoffman town)

continued from page 1

and a restaurant for which she was
either a very good cook or no one
wanted to tell her she wasn't," she
said.
Sadie also ran a brothel in
j-lillsboro, New Mexico. A successful businesswoman, she left
brass beds and fur coats in her will.
The book will also feature Bertha
Paxton, the first woman elected to
the New Mexico Legislature.
Representing Las Cruces in the
1920s, she later vanished from
public record. Also to be featured is
Cora Bartlett, who helped with the
early renovation of Santa Fe Plaza,
and who tragically died in 1903 in
what was called the insane asylum
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, These
two women intrig.ue the authors,
who are enthusiastically digging .for
more information about their lives.
The authors are researching on
their own. The project is not being
funded by the University. However,
the University has expressed an
interest in publishing the book,
although "no publisher will make a
final commitment until they see a
final manuscript, nor are we willing
to decide. on a publisher at the
moment,'' Lewis said.

STAND BY FOR THE LOWEST FARE IN TEXAS.

You'regonna see a lot fewer
annadillos out on the highways.
Because Continental just made flying
around Texas affordable for anyone
who's not in a hurry.
Our new Armadillo Fare is good
on nonstop flights from Albuquerque to
El Paso. From there, you can ammdillo

·i
I

..

..

"' .

To El Paso: t0:41alll, 8:11pm, !0:26pm
Flights subject to cancellation due to
flight controllers· work stoppage.

CONTINENTAL AIRUNES-

•

.

be careful not to sit on what appears
to be an unaccompanied leather carry-on.
You Wouldn't want to offend an annadillo, would you?
Good ol' Continental sure wouldn't.

The Proud Bird

The authors hope to finish the
book within the next year,

~~

to Austin, Lubbock, Midland/Odessa
or San Antopio for another twenty bucks.
Just show up at the airport and
stand by for an unfilled Coach seat.
Chances are good you' II get on the
flight you want. You can check luggage. But only one carry-on, please.
While you wait for your plane,

.....

t
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1
1
I
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-Parking----continued from page 1
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presented every year, according to
UNM faculty rules. When many
students qualify for the award, only
the top four contenders may receive
it.

511 Wyoming N. E.
265-3667

• Ask for your student discount

i
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Editorial

Reagan Proposal Surprising
Surpriselll
President
Ronald
Reagan,
famous/infamous for his far right stand for defense
buildup, lias proposed major nuclear arms reduction.
Specifically, Reagan agrees to dump the U,S, missile
plan if the Sovi!!t's dismantle their own force in
eastern Europe. He figures the NATO plan was simply
a reaction to Soviet a9ression. If the Soviets withdraw, there is nQ reason for the counterthreat.
Reagan's move, on the surface, appears to be a
major turnaround from his policy "might makes
right." The move is even less characteristic when you
consider the Soviet's missile advantage in Europe.
Moscow has, ready to fly, 600 missiles in Warsaw .Pact
nations with an average range of2200 miles. The U.S.
plan, not even close to· reality, would plant in
European soil 578 missiles with an everage range of
1400 miles.
But the inherent weakness in any nuclear arms plan
is that the only result is destruction. There is no way to
estimate the damage of 500 nuclear missiles slamming
into a continent. It seems the goal of the arms race is
to make sure if one party dies, the other will as well.
The Mechanic, a Charles Bronson movie, explores the

same theme. At the end of the film, Jan MichaelVincent finds a note in his car explaining if he is
reading the note then he must have killed Bronson and
he is going to die. His car blows up. The end score is
two dead and one demolished sports car.
Skeptics are calling the Reagan plan a political ploy
to win back the hearts of Europe's leaders. With
Defense Secretary Weinberger announcing neutron
bombs, Secretary of State Haig threatening to fire "a
shot across the bow'' if the Soviets make a move and
Reagan still discussing limited nuclear war (a physical
impossibility), the skeptics' claim is very possibly, very
probably, true. But who cares? The end result, no
matter what the motivation, is the reduction of the
threat of nuclear war.
If nothing else, Reagan has appeased the angry
NATO spirits. Western Europe's leaders are thrilled.
More than that, better European relations are more
important to U.S, world standing and national security
than the rahge, number and power of our nuclear
missiles. We have no .intention of leaving our children
a demolished sports car, let alone blowing them up
inside.

by Garry Trudeau

50 HOPJ'S
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Letter

Referendum Preferred Over Senate
Editor;
Why do students provide upwards of $300,000 a
year to an organization which cannot keep track of its
own election results?
Unless the stolen ballot box is returned we must
assume that whoever took it has something to hide.
{"The guilty fleeth where no man pursueth." Proverbs
10:3)
I, for one, will hot be satisfied that a fair election has
been held until either the the mysteriously missing box
and its contents are returned and examined for
irregularities, or an election is held that is free from

appearances of midnight skulduggery.
Perhaps the students of UNM would be better
served by a move toward fixed percentage funding of
campus organizations. Such funding could be defined
by referendum twice a year, thus sparing us
challenged elections of people whose main functions
seem to be bickering over budgets and pretending to
represent a majority of UNM students.
Wouldn't it be amusing if more people turned out to
vote on budgets than turned out to vote on ASUNM
officers?
Denis McKeon

Letter

Students Supplied Worry List
Editor:
With finals quicklY approaching, students are
becomin9 more frantic by the minute. In order to
make life a little more structured, I offer this worry list
for UNM students. This list is far from complete, but
should contain enough worries to include every UNM
student.
-Do I really care about my grades?
-Is my spiritual health O.K.? Should I check out
rolfing, acupuncture, primal therapy, tai chi, Zen
meditation or should I just take a nature walk?
-Do I drink too much coffee? Is caffeine bad for
me?
-Should I be listening to 94 Rock, ZZX, KFMG or
KUNM?
-Are Deborah Harry and Elvis Costello sellouts?

-Will jogging give me shin splints?
-Is my apartment too small? Am I paying too much
rent?
-Should I resent gays because they have nicer
haircuts, wear better clothes and are in better shape
than me?
-Are drugs healthier than alcohol?
-Is Ned's cool? If so, how come they let me in? Are
there any good bars in Albuquerque?
-Will my financial aid get cut? Should I know
about Reaganomics?
-Do I want to graduate? Will I get a 900d-paying
job?
People that are experiencing high levels of anxiety
take heart: Nothing will really matter 50 years from
now.
John Durkin

Letter

SUB Prices Found Unfair
Editor:
I noticed that Cliff Holt, manager (for 15-plus years) atthe Union,
in his letter to the editor, gave a real good inventory of what you can
buy at the SUB, but said very little in answer to the criticism of food
prices (exceptthat "off-campus dining does not match .. , ").
I haven't exactly made a survey of SUB prices, but some things
that come to mind are: 10 cents for two 2-inch saltine crackers; 50
· cents !if I remember correctly) fot a bagel; 80 or 90 cents for a bowl
of cream or onion soup; 49 cents (or more?) for an orange; 75 cents
for a Dannon yogurt (I guess they get to charge more for traditional
luxury items); I noticed the salads don't work out too economical ~
beans weigh a lot; dinky pieces of cheese for 50 cents; a little packet
of honey for too much; and the coffee is execrable (and 30 cents lor
6 ozs., no re-fills).
(Breakfasts, cake and ice cream are reasonable, to be fair.)
If you (whoever decides) weren't constantly moving one kind of
food to a different place, and putting new kinds of food in old places
(like your colleagues, the movers-ar6und of bowling alleys and golf
courses) ..•
You've obviously got a lot of money to work with.
Your prices may be 'competitive' with those ofprivately-owned
fo.od establishments. Is your charter, or whatever it is, compatible
With that comparison?
Jan M. Deininger
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Cable T.V. Develops
Rob~rt

Sanchez

Home Video Games Compared

Alvin Tofner calls it The Third Wave. The planet earth is due for a
major social change all because of a new wave of technology- elect.ronics.
Cable television is definitely an integral part of the third wave.
According to some scientists, people will soon be able to order groceries
over cable or hook their alarm systems to it. People will be able to talk

Robert Sanchez
Terri Jenkins

Home video games may provide just the right gift
for that hard-to-please person or turn an ordinary
across the world to different people by telephone and see their face on the
living room into an entertainment center for the
entire family.
T.V. set. Already, one can listen to their stereo (FM) and watch the
wrr~sponding concert on television.
Atari and Odyssey were perhaps the earliest
A thing of the future? Maybe, A major social change? Maybe. Whatever
pioneers in home video games in the early 1960s, but
today there is also lntellivision (Matte!), ActiVision
the case, he sure that cable television will make a major impact upon the
and Channel F (Zircon Inc.).
lives of subscribers.
An Atari computer base unit usually retails betCurrently, cable television in Albuquerque carries 14 individual stations,
some of which have other additional programming; Home Box Office, the
ween $150 and $200, but Christmas sales are bringing
Movie Channel and all the local television stations (channels 4, 5, 7, 13,14
the prices down. While Atari games may not have
and 23).
been considered as sophisticated as Intellevision
Subscription price for basic service is $8 .75 a month and HBOand the
games in the past, Atari isnowmarketinganewbase
Movie Channel are an additional $9 each a month. The entire service can
unit that can perform computer functions. Priced at
be purchased at a $2 discount for $24.75.
$399.99, the base unit can have three kits added to it:
Bob Probert, assistant to the assistant m:;~nager, said that Albuquerque
the Educator kit, which c:;~n tutor persons wishing to
Cable T.V. is looking to improve the quality and quantity of programming
learn French or Spanish, for example; the
,
Programmer kit, which teaches the owner to
for Albuquerque citizens.
.
"There ?re .~ust over 28,~00 subscnbe~s for Albuqu~rque <:able T' V., •. program the unit for functions such as budget
Probert satd. We are lookmg ~t 35!000 tn 3 short penod or,ume · · ·We
records; and the Entertainer kit, which contains
games for adults and children, including the very
hope to have ~0 percent of the. ctty o,ytred by next September. . ,
Probe~! said that. ACTV IS trymg h.ard to be a good Clttzen of the
popuiar Space Invaders, lntellevision is also in the
. ,
process of marketing a comparable machine.
commumty and that ll offers a sohd service. .
Video Conce ts, located in Coronado Center,
However, members of the Albuquerque .Ctty Counctl satd tha: :hey feel
that ACTV does not offer an adequate servtce for_Albuqu~r~ue ctt!zens.
carries game Pcassettes for both Atari and
. A c.ommittee to be chosen by .Mayor ':arry ~mney Will mvesugate the
lntellevision, and reports that Atari game cassettes
sttuatton and report back to the ctty counctl Apnll, 1982 ·
.
range in price from $21 90 to $37 90· lntellevision
The city council originally gave ACTV the franchise for Albuquerque m
'
' '
1977 and the franchise will not be up until1992.
The city council has several options available. One is to buy the franchise
at market price and resell it in the hopes of obtaining better service for
Albuquerque citizens, said State Senator and UNM Law Student Tom
Rutherford.
Rutherford said Tuesday that he ask~d Kinney to appoint him to the
committee to investigate the situation.
"l am more concerned about public access and funding," Rutherford
said. "I would like to see cable funding production. There is some of it
Robert Sanchez
now, but not to what I believe is possible. I would like to see cable offered
al very low rate, minimal service, so that when we develop better
"We live in a competitive society. You don't have to
technology, the system will be feasible."
win every time, but you have to care about winning. If
In 1977, when ACTV first came to Albuquerque, the city was considered we don't care, we can become a society of people who
high risk, Probert said, and as a result, the company did not offer services don't strive for excellence."
continued on R-6
This was said by Morgan Wootten, a basketball
coach and athletic director at De Matha High School
in Hyattsville, Md., in a Time Magazine article in
response to a national trend toward non-competitive
·] games.
But what is more competitive than arcade or home-

games run $31.90 a game. While the home video
games are not identical to the arc.ade games, lacking
the lights and sound effects possible in the larger
units, family entertainment seems to be the major
reason for purchase of the units. Barbara Ortega, of
the Broadway television department, said she feels
home video games have the added advantage of
"keeping children at home; it cuts down on the
parents' worrying."
Further advantages of having the systems in a
home environment include increasing the hand-eye
coordination of children, actually teaching children
something rather than just entertaining them, and
providing adults a welcome alternative to the sitcoms.
The following is a list of companies who distribute
home video game systems and cartridges and what
they can do. The list was derived from Electronic
Games, a new magazine from Video Magazine.
Atari, which operates out of Sunnyvale, Calif., has
43 cartridges - the largest number available - for
home games.
Act/Vision, which also operates out of California,
does not have a complete system itself, rather it
produces cartridges to compliment the Atari system,
thus enlarging the available cartridges for Atari.
Channel F, a system revived by Zircon Inc., is the
most recent addition to the video home game world.

,,
''
PLAY'EM .

The Largest Video Game Center in the University Area
"28 Video Games to Challenge"
* Video Shirts * Snack Bar * Open 7 Days a Week

continued on R-7
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VIDEO WEEK- Dec. 3 thru Dec. 10 '81
5 Games for Sl.OO all day long!

At Least They're Active With Others ...

Across from UNM on Central next to Don Pancho's 247-4120

video games, where one person is usually required to
defeat another by destroying his spaceship or where
one person is required to defeat a computer?
Presently the Supreme Court is reviewing a case
where persons in Mesquite, Tex., attempted to
regulate the age of players. The reason for the controversy is that some of the residents of Mesquite, not
unlike other U.S. communities, are worried that the
gameroom atmosphere is not the best environment for
children. The Amusement and Music Operators
Association disputes the legality of such an ordinance.
continued on R-6

VIDEO WEEK 5 GAMES· $1.00
at either Gameworld or Iceland Game F!oom

anytime Dec. 3- Dec. 10. 1981

.-----------------.---I("~I~I.~ANU Game Uocuu - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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UArnE WOAl[] ...
The Wodd of E~e[;1ron•L LJ•deo uarnes

Whether defending a moon
base against attack from
alien forces, or maneuvering
a starship among asteroids
that threaten obliteration,
video games allow the player
to become engaged and
absorbed in fantasy. Greg
Vinella is at the controls
of a video game at Zappers
on Central A venue where
an employee there says
that some persons spend
$20 at one time.
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VIDEO WAR Week No. 2
WINNERS
Roger Squires
David Archuleta

Donkey Kong
Defender

PhntOgraphy Editor ............. , , .......................... • ~111 Wechter
draphic" ()ired or • , , .. , .. , , , .. , • , , , ..... , ••••• , .. , .. , ., ,Duane Mc<lrcgot
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plenty of

free parking
Wednesday night
· is Ladies night.

187,300
513,900

247·4120
..
................. .
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(behind Vips on Central next to Iceland Bowl)

21"10 Copper N.E.
:
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Don 'I miss us.
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• Video Games • Pin Ball • Fooz Ball
' Regulation Size Pool Tables (by the hour)
• Coin Operated Pool Tables • and More
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Open 7 days a week till2:00 a.m.
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Mon. Fri 8am·2am

Sat 10am·2am
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AcTIVITIES

REGIS
For Free
No Pu r1~ililllii~
T
s,
ones,
ctric & Acous
Guitars,
Tambourines,
Harmonicas,
many other
musicial it·a.,,...,
DRAWING TO BE

DECEMBER 29,
Need Not Be Present
tlet

1J WIST

I v~· J

J.lusic .,

200 CENTRAL S.E.
243-2229
"Home of the Free Kazoo"

Over 100 Artists

ONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

UNM'S

LITERARY/FINE
MAGAZINE

FILM-VIDEO
Sandra Garritano-842·1025
Marcy Gnienhut-265-8653

COO~piNATOR· Robert Masterson"843·6250

Dec. 19 in a benefit for the UNM Child Care
Center at the SUB Ballroom, Tickets will go
on sale through Ticketmaster locations. The
concert is sponsored by the ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Committee.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central N.E.) Swamproots begins playing 5 p.m. for
cocktail hour; Whiskey River furnishes.
music 8:30 p.m. for dancing; Friday and
Saturday cover charge $2. Dec. 8, Johnriy
Rodriguez in two shows 9:30 and 11:30 p.m.;
tickets $6 in advance, $7 at the door. New
Year's party being planned.
ELSEA STREET PuB (Coronado Center) - Desert
Storm thunders into country music at 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday nights with $1 cover
charge. Advance tickets will be sold for New
Year's celebration.
DANsr.'s (2900 Coors N.W.)- Last chance tb
hear noted jazz pianist Les McCann Dec. S.
For Dec. 4 and 5, Linda Cotton and Street
Life. Dec. 6, Billy Morris and his Dixieland
Jazz Band. Linda Cotton and Street Life will
also bring in the 1982 New Year.
THE DisTILLERY (1400 University S.E.) - This
night spot will be changing to supper club as
of Dec. 8. Last weekend band will be Dec. 4
and 5, Smokin' Joe featured with $1 cover
charge. New Year's Eve celebration in
planning stages also,
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming N.E.) Arizona brings music to New Mexico at 9
p.m.; $1 cover charge weekends.
FRIAR's Pus (6825 Lomas N.E.)- Dec. 4 and5
Trouble begins playing 8:30 p.m. Cover
charge $1. Party for New Year's Eve being
planned.
GRAHAM CENTRAL StATION (3301 Juan Tabo
N.E.)- Quarter Moon Dec. 6at 7p.m. with
cover charge; 25 cent draft beer 6 to 9 p.m.
HuNGRY BEAR (1200 Wyoming N.E.) - Airborne starts 9 p.m.; $2 cover charge Friday
and Saturday nights. New Year's Eve tickets
on sale Dec. 3 for champagne buffet; $15 per
person.
NED's (4200 Central S.E.) ~Sassy Jones begins
playing 9 p.m. Friday, Saturday nights $1
cover charge. New Year's Eve party being
planned.
TAVERNA LouNGE (Sheraton Old Town Inn,
800 Rio Grande N.W.) - Carl Silva and
Street Talk will be playing through Dec. 31,
including the New Year's Eve party.

MoVIES
The ASUNM Film Committee will present the
following films this week in the SUB Union
Theater:
A Taste of Honey - A sensitive, teen-age
girl, feeling rejected bY. her street-walking
mother, is catapulted into the arms of a black
sailor who then puts out to port. A

homosexual, he feels a love he is unable to
consummate, and he takes care of her and
ends up being a 'big sister' (and mother) to
her instead. The trouble begins when her
mother returns. 1962, B/W. Shows Thursday at 7 and 9:15p.m.
A Streetcar Named Desire - Elia Kazan
directed this cinematic version of the classic
Tennessee Williams play. It focuses on the
conflict between Blanche Dubois (Vivien
Leigh) and her realist brother-in"law Stanley
tMarlon Brando). The film begins with
Blanche coming to live with her sister, Stella
(Kim Hunter), and Stella's husband. Blanche
refuses to come to terms with the death of
her Southern aristocratic background,
causing her to battle with her lower-class
brother-in-law. Stanley harshly forces her to
face the facts, driving her to a complete
personality breakdown. Winner of the
Academy Award. 1951, B/W. Shows Friday
at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.
The Battle of Algiers - Director Cillo
Pontecorvo presents a realistic dramatization
of the Algerian rebellion against the French
between 1954 and 1957. Winner of several
international awards including the
prestigious Leone d'Oro at Venice Film
Festival. French and Arabic dialogue with
English subtitles. 1966, B/W, Shows
Saturday at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.

Alice in Wonderland- Far North
Altered States -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Am in: The Rise and Fall- Coronado Four
Arthur- Los Altos, Louisiana Blvd
Bahia - Sunday at 9 p.m., Monday and
Tuesday at 9 p.m. at Don Pancho's
Best Boy - Wednesday and Thursday at Don
Pancho's at 9 p.m.
Body Heat- Coronado Four
Charlie - Wednesday and Thursday at Don
Pancho's at 9 p.m.
Continental Divide- Eastdale
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands - Sunday
at 3 p.m., Monday and Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
Don Pancho's
Eyes of a Stranger - Albuquerque Six DriveIn, Far North, Wyoming Mall
Fort Apache, The Bronx - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In
The French Lieutenant's Woman - Los Altos
Twin
The Funhouse- Albuquerque Six. Drive-In
Gal/itoli- Winrock II
Halloween II- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Heartland- Lousiana Blvd
The Last Metro - Friday and Saturday at Don
Pancho's, 9:30p.m. both evenings
Legend of the Lone Ranger - Eastdale
Mississippi Mermaid- Friday and Saturday at
Don Pancho's, 7:30p.m. both evenings
Motel Hell - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Nice Dreams - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Only When I Laugh -Montgomery Plaza
Penitentiary -Montgomery Plaza
Priest of Love ~ Coronado Four
The Prince of the City - Win rock II

ARTS

Now accepting Proposals for the 1982 Spring Performance
Series in all forms· of performance art, For more information or
to submit contact:
DANCE
Cyndy McCrossen-266-6413
MUSIC
Manny Rettinger-843·9396

WAY O!' ExER<:ISING TO Avom SoRE MuscLES
AND INJURY PREVENTION is the topic of a
workshop scheduled for Dec. 3 at Mountain
Sports LTD, 1101 San Pedro N.E. The talk is
scheduled for 7;30 p.m. The speakers will be
Dr. Jarrett Galbreth, sports physician and
president of Southwest Sportsmedicine and
Dr. Bob Parks, a podiatrist. Mountain
Sports is holding the lectures as a service to
Albuquerque's winter sports enthisiasts,
THE FIRST ANNUAL NEW MEXICO AMATEUR
BALLROOM DANCE TOURNAMENT has
scheduled its semifinals tonight at the Roxy
Restaurant, 9500 Montgomery N.E. It is
sponsored by the Roxy and Bolack Travel.
Competition will begin at 9 p.m. each night
and first prize will be $3000 in cash. Finals
are scheduled for Dec. 10, For more information call 298-1858 or 293-7930.
Spectators are welcome.
CoNTINUANCE s1. a lecture series sponsored by
the Education Committee of the Friends at
the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center,. has one
more talk scheduled for Tuesday. The talk
will be given by Joe Sando, a Pueblo Indian
historian and author of the book "The
Pueblo Indians." The lecture will be given at
7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of the Cultural
Center, 2401 Twelfth Street N.W. Cost for
the series is $10 for one or $15 for a couple.
THE NEw MExrco UNION STUDENT CHRISTMAS
PARTY is scheduled to commence Dec, 3 from
12:30 to 3 p.m. at the main level of the SUB
with Christmas Carroling. Fifty E.F.N.P.
children will be expecting a visit from Santa
Claus. On Dec. 4 there will be a Christmas
Caroling Procession from the SUB to UNM
President William Davis' home which will
begin at 6:30 p.m. The procession will end
with the Hanging of the Green at the
president's home. At 8:30 p.m. United
Campus Ministries, Newman Center and the
Luther House will give an inderdenominational service at the Alumni
Chapel. The party will conclude with a free
Christmas dance at 10 p.m. in the Subway
Station with music provided by Jams
Unlimited.
LAST CHANCE DANCE WITH THUMPER AND JAMS
UNLIMITED, sponsored by SUB Entertainment, the dance is scheduled for Dec. 5
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Subway Station
in the basement of the SUB. Admission is $2
for UNM, Technical-Vocational Institute
and University of Albuquerque students and
$3 general admission.
IcELAND IcE ARENA, 5110 Copper N.E., has
scheduled an amateur Ice Show featuring the
skating school kids, the precision team and
James Santee, 20, who was a member of the
Junior World Team and the Mid-Western
Regional champion. The show will be Dec.
18 and 19 at 7:30p.m. and Dec. 19 and20 at
2 p.m. Children under 12 will cost $2 and
adults will cost $3.
uNM ART MusEUM - M.A./M.F.A. Candidates Works by M.A. and M.F.A. candidates in the studio arts department who
will graduate this fall. Now through Dec. 18.
ScRABBLE PLAYERs CLuB No. 12• meets Thur~
sdays at .7 p.m. at the Trumbu11 Recreation
Center, 419 Pennsylvania S.E. Admission is
$1.
WAGON WHEELS SQl.JAREDANCE CLUB meets
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There is a live caller; refreshments are
provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLUB meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. The dub gives free mini-lessons at
the start of each session.

Stations on the AM dial:

CoNcERTS
THE UNM EARLY Musrc ENSEMBLE- directed
by Susan Patrick and Floyd Williams at
Keller Hall, Dec. 6 at 4 p.m.
THE UNM SYMPHONIC BAND - conducted by
Harold Van Winkle at Keller Hall Dec. 7 at
8:15p.m.
MicHAEL MuRPHY will appear with The Planets

KRKE
KDAZ

610
730

KOB
KQEO
KKIM
KDRM
KXKS
KAMX
KZIA

770

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian rnusic
and programs
Middle of the road, news
OOies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
(15X) Top40
News, talk shows

.920
1000
1150
1190
1500
1580

Stations on the FM dial:
KLYT
KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB
KWXL
KHFM
KZZX
KKJY
KFMG

88.3
89.1
90.1
92.3
93.3

94.0
96,3

99.0
100.0
. 108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Public Radio ·Jazz Blues FolK
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass ap'peal album oriented rodk •

Pursuit of D.B. Cooper- Far North
Raiders of the Lost Ark - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Cinema East,. Louisiana Blvd
Reds ~ Coronado Four .
Southern Comfort - Albuquerque Six DriveIn
Stripes - Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Far
North
Super Fuzz -Cinema East, Highland
Time Bandits- Lobo, Wyoming Mall
Voyage en Douce- Starts Friday at the Guild
Watcher in the Woods- Far North
Zoot Suit - Montgomery Plaza

THEATER
RoMANT.Ic CoMEDY - This play, at the Barn
Dinner Theater, will continue until Jan. 24.
Dinner starts at 6:45p.m. and the play starts
at 8:15 p.m. The theater can be reached by
taking I-40 east and exit at Cedar Crest and
traveling about four miles along the road.
THE RESURRECT.ION OF JACKIE CRAMER - A
musical by Frank Gagliano and Raymond
Benson, the theater arts department will
present this show Dec. 3, 4 and 5 at 8 p.m. at
the UNM Experimental Theater. ·Jackie
Cramer, almost nineteen, dies on a Monday
by "slipping on dog doo and hitting his head
on a volkswagon fender," and just can not
take his death seriously. For more information and ticket reservations, call the
UNM Fine Arts Box Office at 277-4402.
THE RED SHoEs - Begins Dec. 10-13 and Dec.
17-20 at the Albuquerque Little Theater. It is
a children's fairytale by Hans Christian
Anderson. Showtimes are at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday; 2 and 6 p.m. Saturday and
2 p.m. on Sunday. The costs are $5 for
general admission, $3 for children under 12
and $4 for season ticket holders.

ART SHOWS
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - Treasure, People,
Ships and Dreams is the name of an exhibit
opening at the museum Dec. 20. The exhibit
commemorates a group of Spanish galleons
which sank off the coast of Texas in 1554, the
first ship wreck in the Western Hemisphere.
Most of the exhibit is authentic. The exhibit,
the first time it has been seen out of Texas,
was put together by the Texas Antiquities
Committee. The museum's hours are
Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Saturday and Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. and closed Monday and national
holidays.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - At AUA's
Downtown Center for the Arts Interiors and
Intimacies, works of 14 New Mexico artists,
through Dec. 11.
THE JoNSON GALLERY - Designs for the Stage
and Selected Works from the Collection
works by Raymond Jonson, now through
Jan. 10. Hours are Tuesday-Saturday 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
MARIPOSA GALLERY - Mariposa presents
Richard Hogan Gold and Silver Jewelry,
lienry Summa Glass and Faceted Glass, and
Susan Summa Loom Knit Garments. Now
through Dec. 31.
[Not So I Mobile Saxophone and Mute UnitA solo performance by Saxophonist Tom
Guralnick, a former Albuquerque.resident, is
scheduled for Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. at the AUA
Downtown Center for the Arts, 216 Central
S.W. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement - TransAlaska Pipeline photographs by .David
Stephenson, 1980 S.W. Regional Photo
Competition Award Winner. Shows through
Dec. 11; hours 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Putt. CIRCLE BooKSTORE - Stark Impressions,
by photographer Deborah Stark, a staff
member at the Department of Physics and
Astronomy, is showing through the end of
the month at the bookstore. Featured are
color prints of nature scenes from Wyoming
and Colorado. . ...
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New Mexico's No. 1
Video Movie Library

Video Recorders
For Rent
Atari and lntellivision Game
Cartridges in Stock
Hours:

Video Cassette Rentals
3107 Eubank NE, No.3
in Scottsdale Village

Mon.-Sat.10·7
Sun. 11·3
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FEATURED GUEST STAR
Little Anthony with Alma
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"It's the Event of the Year!!"
* DECEMBER 5, 1981 *4:oopm
12 00
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
to
,

*

*

Tickets: $7 advance - $10 at door
GIANT TICKET OUTLETS
SEARS
WILD WEST MUSIC
CORONADO CENTER
200 CENTRAL SE
GENERAL STORES: Albuquerque & Santa Fe

Tatdy Shop pet Special

CHRISTmAS PORTRAITS
With 2 Day Dellvety
"" Black & Whit~

&xlol5.00
"" Color Print

8xlol12.00
""Sitting fH
Included

"" 2 Da.\1 Delivery
Thru Dec.18

""AtUHm
Photo/Cine
Service
Call277-5743
for Partlculara
We don't t'rltnd 11 you watt
until the !asl minute to do

your Chrtslrnas Shopptng.
•.. trihict we· ve pullogether
a spccaal offer to make your
las·l minute ShOpping las!

and Simple. Call when you·re
ready. We're readY' now!

UNM Photo/Cine Service

277·5743

On Campus
1820 Las Lomas NE
Open9:4:30

.'!Ill; lOll

COLOR
PROCESSING

"'Kodak

Vout Complete Suppllet of Kodak Ptoducts and Service$ at UNffi

I'<Ig~
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-Active----------The Christian Science Monitor recently reported
that youths have been arrested stealing money from
parking meters to support their video game habits.
Ritchey said he heard cases where children have act\lally stolen money from iheir parents in order to play
the games. But whether or not they are actually addictive must be determined by further research.

continued (rom R-2
The Pizza Time Theatre chain, based in California,
prohibits anyone under 17 to play the video games
unless accompanied by an adult. According to an
article in the Christian Science Monitor, some
psychologists call this a healthy attitude, because it
promotes family entertainment. The Pizza Time
Theatre also offers movies and pizza in addition to the
vi(leo games. The chain has an Albuquerque branch,
the Chuck E. Cheese Pizza Time Theatre at 4418
Wyoming Blvd. N.B.
Kelly McCoy, one of the managers, said, "We don't
want to make our g11meroom an Arcadia. We want to
bring families in."
Gary Ritchey, assistant professor of psychology at
UNM who performed research studies on the effects
of home video games on players, said that little information is known about the effects on players,
especially children, because studies are just being
completed concerning the issue.
"There is a competitive element," Ritchey said. "It
is centered around destruction and is particularly
attractive to young males. It is a cultural pattern, I
would say. Shooting is a male activity while females
play more intellectual games. But the split is getting
narrower, more girls are playing games. There will be
a reduction in sex stereotypes.
"We don't know what the effects on kids will be,"
he said. "We need to do more research."

Most Albuquerque gameroom owners and
managers agreed that the games could be adc;lictive and
that although they were not beneficial, they were
probably harmless.
Ritchey said that he is unsure of what the results
would be, what the kids' personalities will turn out to
be. Twenty years ago, kids played against each other
in competitive games, now they are playing against
computers. He said that this might adapt the children
to be better able to work with computers, but less able
to interact with other people.
"There is a concern that groups are afraid that
addictive patterns of behavior are learned when kids
are young," Ritchey said.
Ritchey said that he believes that np major social
change will occur due to video games in gamerooms,
but that if a change is to occur, it will take place in the
home with home video games.
At any rate, he said, "being actively involved in
home entertainment is better than passively watching
TV. The ideal is to be active with other people."

Video Discs and Tapes Change
Terri Jenkins

.

Horne~--------------------~

Arcades Reach Their Peak
No more than 10 years ago, the fad was pinball games. lt reigned
for many years. Pinball games, due mostly to increased technology
and redesigning, have grown in popularity, but alas, it appears that
not even technology will save them. Move ove~ pinball, here come
the video games!
Gamerooms have sprung up all across the country and almPst all
feature some variety of video games. In Japan, gamerooms are
merely large halls filled with video games, most of which are Space
Invaders,
All the gamerooms in Albuquerque report huge successes, most of
which is due to video games. However, some say that video games
are approaching their peak, and may soon join pinball as nothing
more than a passing fad.
"Video games are just a carryover from pinball," said David
Sleeter, the owner of Octagon Video Games, 3821 Menaul Blvc;l.
N,E. "They are more impressive electronically."
"Games vary, they change from day to day," said Ralph Ruther,
the division manager of one of Albuquerque's two video game
distributors, Mountain Coin Machine Distribution.
"The thing in our bu~iness," Ruther said, "is that the games are
manufactured for a few months and are discontinued. People get
tired of playing the same game."
"There is a tremendous surge of gameroc>ms in Albuquerque,"
said Jeff Rushing, manager of Games People Play in Montgomery
Plaza. "Now it's reached its peak."
What will the future of video games be? Rushing said that the
future will include more sophisticated video games. In fact, they may
be holographic, displaying three-dimemsional figures, something
like the chess game in Star Wars.
"We are getting close to our peak," Ruther said. "If they
(manufacturers) can come up with new ideas, that will be an edge of
what video games will do in the future. The technology is here. It is
just too expensive to put it into practical use."

-Cable--------

(Channel F was previously manufactured by Fairchild Electronics.) The system costs much less
compared to A tali, but so is its variety of cartridges.
Odyssey (Magnavox) was the first company introducing programmable systems. Its list prices are
comparable to Atari for both the cartridges and the
system. It also has the second largest cartridge

Children's Theater
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Inte/livision (Mattei) probably has the best graphics
of any system. Many of the games are designed for
more player input.
According to Electronic Games, At!lri seems to be
the best for an all-around home video system,
although its sports games and strategy games are
·
lacking somewhat.

Tim Henderson
Amin: The Rise and Fall

Suppose you're a movie producer and you're looking for a good idea,
one that won't cost too much to make but will have lots of public appeal.
Wouldn't the story of Idi Amin Dada, Uganda's much-publicized dictator
of the seventies, seem like a godsend?
I mean, even the newspaper and magazine reports of his regime read like
a horror story. And besides, it's like· a historical documentary and
everything. There's so much <tppeal in the idea alone that it doesn't even
need any expensive actors or screen writing to sell. For the price of a plane
features video cassette recorders (VCRs for short) with ticket to Kenya you can find hundreds of authentic-looking natives for
a new wireless infrared remote control device that actors who will work for peanuts. Hell, you don't even need a studio. The
enables the viewer to search for specific segments of whole thing can be shot on the streets just like the real thing.
I think you get the idea. In fact, you probably got the idea when you saw
the recorded cassette, run the film at slow motion or
the commercials on television. This is a film which is not ashamed of
a,dvance it frame by frame.
exploiting a real-life horror story for its sensational blood-and-guts appeal,
Bonnie, a video consultant at Video Concepts, also and doing it with a minimum investment of time and money. There's the
continued on R-8
mentioned the projection TVs now available which
offer the unique feature of wide-screen television.

·-Discs and T a p e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

continued from page R-6
'

Home movies, a popular pastime in American
homes for many years, can be shot and shown utilizing
a video recorder. Generally, six hours of playing time
is available on each tape. A cool storage area is usually
best in order to promote tape life. Blank tapes
generally cost around $15. Pre-recorded tape prices
depend on their subject.
Video Concepts, located in Coronado Center,

Ski Shop lnadvertantly Left Out
Editor's Note:
During the skiing issue last week, RECREATION 101 inadvertently left
out a skiillg area, Action Sports. It is i11cluded below. Recreation 101
regrets the error.
spotts

movies

SPORTS
Saturday
10:20 a.m. -College Football (7)
Noon- College Basketball: UCLA
vs. Notre Dame (4)
12:30 p.m. - College Basketball:

Kentucky vs. Ohio State (13)
1:30 p.m.- Futbol (48)
1:50 p.m.- Army-Navy Game (7)
2 p.m. - Sportsworld (4)
2:30p.m.- CBS Sports Saturday
(13)

5 p.m. -

Heisman Trophy Award

Action Sports Ltd. {7509 Menaul N.E., 884-5611) Action Sports deals in
rentals and repairs only. Over 600 pairs of downhill skis for rent; Dynastar
and Hart skis, Tyro lea 2600s and Geze bindings. Two hundred pairs crosscountry skis; Trak fishscale no-wax skis, Munsari boots, Look poles. Two
photo I.D.s necessary for rental: currently $10 deposit for rental; with
heavy snowfall, no deposit necessary. One dollar ski damage insurance
7 p.m. - Boxeo (48)
also available. Rental fees: $8.50 downhill package (skis, boots, poles) for
Sunday
one day; reduced to $7.50 daily for two or more days' rental. For crosscountry package (also skis, boots, and poles), $6 one day reduced to $5 for
10:45 a.m. - Futbol (48)
II a.m. - NFL Football: Patriots two or more days' rental. Tune-ups for skis $10 to $20; system check-up,
$15 (tests bindings on torque basis). Hours: II a.m. to 6 p.m. until heavy
vs. Dolphins (4)
continued on page R-8 snowfall at Sandia; thereafter 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

specials
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library, They specialize in sports and science fiction.

continued from R-2

Robert Sanchez

of about $500, with each disc costing from $15 to $25
dollars.
RCA has already compiled a catalogue of discs
available through its dealers, which includes movies
such as Elephallt Man, sports like the Liston-Ali
battle, or family entertainment including Walt Disney
movies and. instructional discs for French cooking or
learning tennis.
Video recorders have a wider price range, from $650
to $!400. Brunacini Appliances, a store which carries continued from R·2
five different brands of video recorders, has in· at that time that Pther companies are offering cities now.
formation on various systems. With a video recorder,
"We don't have any requirement to carry access channels,'' Probert
a purchaser can record favorite TV programs, even
when the program being recorded is not the one said. But he said that ACTV does carry them.
showing on the screen at the time.
Probert added that ACTV cannot be compared to other cities' comcontinued on pageR- 7 panies. For example, he said, Boston's subscription fee for basic service is
$2 or $3 for over SO channels. But he said that these are only local st.ations
and do not include HBO, the Movie Channel or other access stations
provided by ACTV. He said that the entire service package offered by
Boston would cost about $45 while ACTV's ~ost at a comparable package
Fnur 1\~rMrmanccl'i
is$24.75.

Discs and tapes are always popular as a gift item for
the holidays, but this year, discs and tapes may differ
from their usual forms in referring to accessories for
television.
Using a black and white or color television as a
home entertainment center is not a new idea, but the
range of entertainment available now is remarkably
wide. Video discs can bring full-length movies into the
living room (minus commercials, undoubtedly a major
attraction for the purchaser) and video tapes or
cassettes can supply enough games to stock a game
room, complete with favorite armchair and
refrigerator.
A video disc player represents an initial investment

Rutherford said that he was not as concerned about the price differences
as he was about wanting better access to cable.
"Cable is becoming such an important device," he said. "Cable
provides the ability to transmit all sorts of information. The city should be
able to receive some service for offering the franchise.''
He did say that although the state may someday enter into the politics of
c•ble television, he felt that it would be better if cable was handled locally.

BEANSTALK?
. by DILL HAYBEH
.\ t.:ht.'\'rfut hjj•k dl an uiJ f.Jmntt.- fcaturmlot JLtck ami hi~ danc111~ cu"'·
~lurtcl, ttl\ lhL•\· ~cl irl\'llTvcd wJLh ~otm~l'rhrc<~d w1h:hcs, fmry J!Hdmnffn:r~.
Jll:<l~'' hc;1i1!>. mc,h:mical rt~IY!L'l, m~'l!ithll.' mLJp:<;, ft(d collcrcr5, llan~cl
;md t:n:tl'l. mJfoli.: t.·M.~. ;mc.J it :-~ton: th;,t i~ tlctcmullcd n•Jt lu curnc rrut
nAhL Can J111.:k make llu.• ~111!1" cum!! nut r11othl! C••mc ir, lifiPi.'JI'Y Hall
.:imllii1111tUI!'

AIWAI'>CE & GIIOUP TICKETS-S2.00

AU Tlrketo S2.50 DAY ol PERFORMANCE
-Tickch; at Popejoy Hall Hmc Officc-277·3121

and 1\U Tickcl ·Master Outiets

~·or (urdu.!r Information, call A.C.T. at 888·3644

*NOTE: Tltkcl. Master Oullcb charge a $.60 per lickel (ee.
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Workshop To Start Friday
Regarding Health Education

- F i l m - - - - - - - ~uide--------------------continued from R-7

continued from page R-7

infamous "State Research Bureau" where thousands were tortured and
killed with sadistic brutality, whose employees arrested and looted at
random in the streets. There arc mass executions of citizens and soldiers
who belon~ to "untrl,lstworthy" tribes. There's the mass expulsion of
Asian businessmen to make way for native ownership - that is, for
A min's henchmen, There's also some dramatization of mmors and un>ubstantiated reports, the general personally shooting the Anglican Archbiship J. Luwum, a freezer in which the dictator kept the heads of his most
famous victims and a scene in which he ceremonially consumes a portion
of an enemy's body.
It all sounds as if it couldn't help but be entertaining, in a gory kind of
way, but don't be fooled. The natural power of the historical facts behind
this movie are buried by incompetent acting and screenwriting, Almost no
one associated with this film has any experience in the medium, and it
shows, Joseph Olita does look a lot like the big man himself, but he has no
acting experience at all and keeps looking behind the camera, at the
monitor I suppose, to see if he's doing O.K. Even the horror is undermined
when the camera keeps zooming in on massacred innocents to show that
the dye on their shirts isn't quite blood-colored. Anyway, if you're interested in the story of Idi Amin, read some old Time magazines or the
New York Times; there's no point in wasting time or money on this flick. 1
mean, nobody else has either, if you get my drift.
The movie is presently showing at the Coronado Four.

Noon - NFL Football: Cowboys
vs, Colts (13)
2 p,m, - NFL Football: Chiefs vs.
Broncos (4)

Editor's Note:
IN FOCUS is a weekly article which explores a personality at
UNM, whether it be a group or an individual, It pertains in some
way to entertainment. Submissions or ideas for IN FOCUS will be
graciously accepted, Send submissions to IN FOCUS, Recreation
101,. University of New Mexico, P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87131.
Terri Jenkins
Lena Clauve, retired Dean of Women at the University of New
Mexico, enjoyed both her career at UNM and the Christmas
programs in previous years. She recalled some of the earlier
traditions for the Lobo in a recent interview.
In 1925, Clauve had just graduated from UNM with music as her
major. She taught music in the public school system in Indiana for
four years, until "Dr. Zimmerman asked (her) to come" back to
UN~ as the Dean of Women. To have Dr. Zimmerman, then
president .of UNM, ask her to return in an administrative position
after havmg graduated only four years previously was "quite an
honor," she said. She said she was glad to return to New Mexico
however, and served in her capacity as dean for 32 years retiring~~
1961.
. '
As I?ca~ of Women, she started the Department of Music
Education m Ute Department of Education, and devoted much of
her time to working with the new department. Such free time as she
had, she gave to yet another effort that would make a contribution
to UNM: Clauve was one of the charter members of Sigma Alpha
Iota, an honorary sorority for women in music.
It was the Sigma Alpha Iota sorority's Christmas Carol Program
that usually began the holiday festivities 011 campus. Held the first
~u.nday. in De~ember, both active chapter members and alumni
JO!ne~ m stagmg the program of very old, traditional and early
twen!Jcth-century Christmas carols. A different director was chosen
c~ch year to con~uct the singing; the only requirement being that the
dtrecto~ was a S1gma Alpha Iota alumna. The formal program. was
staged m the ballroom of the Student Union Building (now the
M~xwell M~seum) a~d included 'town people' - Albuquerque
res1dents- till he audience.
The usual Sunday program Dec. 7, 1941, had overtones of sadhess, however, as word of the attack on Pearl Harbor by the
Japanese had already reached the campus. The program went ahead
as s:he~uled, while those with "loved ones on the high seas'' and
servmg m the other armed forces, quietly left the festivities in order
to cont~ct other family members, The stunned townspeople were in
the aud1ence as usual, though, and grateful for the brief respite from
the tragic news.
T~~ ot~er program Clauve me~tioned as having campus-wide
part1ctpat10n was the Annual Hangmg of the Greens, sponsored by
Mortarboard. Generally held the first Monday in December the
program begins about 6 p.m. with a candlelight proce.;;ion.
"Anyone who wanted to could join" ill the procession Clauve said
which began at the various fraternity and sorority houses and
dormitories.
The procession would include hundreds of students and covered
most of the campus, concluding at the President's house Where
caroJs were sung outside by the entire combined group. After the
candlelight procession, the singers would descend on the SUB
ballroom, where a large cheerful fire Was !It in the fireplace. There,
Mortarboard presented a huge wreath, handmade by its members, to
be hung above the SUB fireplace as a gift to the entire student body.
Usually refreshments Were served to the chilled-but-cheerful
students, and a surprise Santa Claus was sometimes featured at the
informal party,
Both the Carol Program and the Hanging of the Greens were
highligts of the holiday season, with luminarias being lighted later in
the month of December, outlining the main buildings on calilpus.
And while Clauve enjoyed her stay at UNM dealing with career
and sorority matters, she feels "there's a very good group" now in
charge of the traditions and festivities on campus.
Efforts have
been made recently to reinstitute the Carol Program.
!his year's traditional Hanging of the Greens is scheduled for
Dec. 4. Students from at least 14 organizations wi!1 meet at the SUB
at 6:30 p.m. and form a caroling procession ending at President
Davis' home.

Monday
7 p.m. - NFL Football: Stee!ers
vs. Raiders (7)
10:30 p.m. - College Basketball:
Nortern Arizona vs. UNM (4)
Wednesday
6:30 p.m. - NBA Basketball:
Rockets vs. Bucks (14)
SPECIALS
Saturday
8 p,m, - Doug Henning (4)
9 p.m.- Celebration (23)
Monday
9:30p.m. - Billy Graham Crusade
(14)

Friday
9 p.m. -

9:30 p.m. - La feria de Ia cancion
(48)
(4)
II p.m. - The Strange Love of
Martha Ivers (14)
MOVIES
Tuesday
I p.m.- No Sad Songs for Me (14)
Saturd!IY
10:30 a.m. - Los amores de 2:30 p.m. - All My Darling
Daughters (7)
Marieta (48)
7
p.m.- Gidget (14)
II a.m. - Tarzan Goes to India
8 p.m. -The Patricia Neal Story
(14)
I p.m. - Battle of the Coral Sea (13)
9:30 p.m. - Hora y media de
(14)
balazos (48)
I p.m. -Trail Street (23)
J I p.m.- Middle of the Night (14)
3 p.m.- Lost Command (23)
7 p.m. ~Holiday Inn (5)
7 p.m.- Hard Contract (14)
Wednesday
8 p.m. - The Children Nobody I p.m.- Lady in the Lake (14)
Wanted (13)
2:30p.m. - My Darling Daughters
I0 p.m. -The Big Steal (23)
Anniversary (7)
10;30 p.m.- The Executioner (14)
7 p.m.- Showdown (23)
12:30 a.m. -One-Eyed Soldiers (7) 9:30p.m.- America rugiente (48)
12:30 a.m.- Deliverance (13)
II p.m.- Devotion (14)
Tribute to Milton Berle

Sunday
II a.m. -Old Acquaintance (23)
Noon - Tarzan and the Trappers
(14)
Tuesday
I p.m.- Life at the Top (23)
3 p.m.- Special Treat (4)
l :30 p.m. - Letters From Three
9:30 p,m, - Billy Graham Crusade Lovers(7)
(14)
I :30 p.m.- Brother John (14)
3 p.m.- Royal Wedding (5)
Wednesday
3 p.m. -Belle of the Nineties (23)
8 p.m.- Country Christmas (13)
6 p.m. - Through the Magic
8 p.m. -Penguin Summer (5)
Pyramid (4)
9 p.m.- Anne Murray (13)
7 p.m. - El Cid (14)
9 p.m.
James Watt's 7 p.m. -Crosscurrent (23)
Environment (5)
8 p.m.- A Long Way Home (7)
9:30p.m.- Billy Graham Crusade 10 p.m.- The D.I. (23)
(14)
12:30 a.m. - Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? (13)
Thursday
7 p.m. -Dean Martin (4)
7 p.m.- Peanuts (13)
7 p.m. - Rudolph's Shiny New
Year (7)
7:30 p.m. - Dorothy in the Land
of0z(l3)
9 p.m.- Johnny Cash (13)

Monday
I p.m. -Dark Purpose (14)
2:30 p.m. - The Deadly Dream
(23)
.
7 p.m.- El Cid (14)
7 p.m.- Victory at Sea (23)
8 p.m. - Child Bride of Short
Creek (4)

Thursday
I p.m. - The Member of the
Wedding (14)
2:30p.m.--, Get Christie Love! (7)
7 p.m.- En'ter Laughing (14)
7 p.m.- Counterpoint (23)
9:30 p.m. - Las tapatias nunca
pier den (48)
II p.m.- To beannounced(l4)

A workshop designed to make
persons aware of the principles of
health education will be held Friday
and Saturday at the University of
New Mexico.
The workshop is sponsored by
the UNM College of Nursing and
the UNM Division of Continuing
Education in cooperation with the
UNM department of educational
foundations.
The
"Health
Education
Workshop'' will be held in Room
250 of the New Mexico Union
Building Friday and in the Learning
Materials Laboratory in the UNM
College of Education Building
Saturday.
Workshop instructors include
Mary Jane Ferrell, a doctotal
candidate in the UNM College of
, Education and former director of a
statewide nursing education
project; Patricia Grants Higgins, a
visiting instructor in the UNM
College of Nursing and a doctoral
candidate in health education at

Dr. Linda Sue King,
assistant professor in the UNM
department of health, physical
education and recreation;
Dr. Gladys Levis-Pilz an
.
'
assistant
professor of anthropology
and education at UNM; Dr,
Jonathan M. Mann, a clinical
associate in Family, Community
and Emergency Medicine and
Pediatrics at the UNM School of
Medicine and president-elect of the
New Mexico Public Health
Association; Don D. Mulder an
adjunct assistant professor in' the
UNM department of educational
foundations; and, Walter H. Pinto,
a graduate assistant in the UNM
Learning Materials Laboratory.
The registration fee for the
workshop is $35 for the public and
$25 for students.
Registration can be conducted by
contacting the Registration Center
at the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services, 805 Yale NE.

Director Urges Area Study
A.T. Chavez

Friday
I p.m.- Three Comrades (14)
2:30p.m. -Your Money or Your
Wife (7)
7 p.m. - The Great White Hope
(14)
7 p.m. - A Covenant with Death
(23)
9:30 p.m. - Las vistaciones del
diablo (48)
II p.m.- Terror on the Beach (14)
11:35 p.m.- The Uncanny (13)
I a.m. - The Apprenticeship of
Duddy Kravitz (7)
I:30 a.m. -Melody of Hate (4)

U~M;

,

The acting director of Chicano
Studies said "anyone interested in
any institute of higher learning in
New Mexico should be required to
take a class on Chicano history.''
Ray Burrola is acting director
while director Tobias Duran is in
Washington, D.C. on an internship
in the U.S. Department of
Education.
He said th.at Chicano courses
schould be considered as electives
for other disciplines.
"Anyone who is going to remain
in the Southwest ought to have a
cultural, historical, political or
economic understanding of
Chicanos' development in tlie
Southwest," Burrola said.
He said the objective of Chicano
Studies is "to develop, implement
and in some cases sponsor new
Chicano-related courses.''
"Sponsorship, however, should
only be temporary, with the
departments eventually picking up
full responsibility for those
courses," Burrola said.
He said that departments should

open additional positions for
Chicano faculty "who are interested in developing new
curriculum in their respective
disciplines."
"Eventually, there ought to be a
major in Southwest studies,"
Burrola said.
He said that Chicano Studies,
Native American Studies, Afro
American Studies and the Hispanic
Research Institute could work
jointly to achieve this goal.
Burrola said that anyone who
wishes to remain in New Mexico
should take a course "on the people
of the Southwest, whether Hispanic
or Native American."
"It carries over into all
professions, such as doctors, nurses
and social workers," he said.
He said it should be required that
all students take an ethnic studies
class.
"I understand that making it a
requirement is really radical, with
all the other requirements students
have to meet,'' Burrola said.
He said students "should have
one class at the minimum" in order
to learn about the people of the
Southwest.
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Skills Center
3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

Preparing for Final Exam Workshops
Thur 12/3 2-3pm
Fri 12/410-11am
Mon 12/7 3·4pm

Tue 12/8 9-1 Oam
Wed 12/911-12, 5-6pm

Preparing for English Finals
(Timed essay writings for English 100, 101, 102)
Drop In Hours:

Mon 12-7 9am·2pm
Tue 12-8 2pm-7pm
Wed 12-9 9am-2pm

Thur 12·1 0 2pm·7pm
Fri 12-11 9am-2pm

Math 100 Final Review
Mon 12-7 3-4pm
T ue 12-8 10-11 am
Wed 12-9 2·3pm

Thur 12-10 11am-12pm
Fri 12-1110-11am

Math 120 Final Review
UNMCrisisCenter- 277-3013
The UNM Crisis Center · AGORA provides crisis
counseling and is a relerral center. Staffed and
operated by trained volunteers, the Crisis Center p~o·
vides confidential unbiased listening to persons With
problems of sex~aiity, drug abuse, academic per·
formance, interpersonal relationships or ot~er aspe~ts
of life. It also provides referrals for furt.her •n.fo~at•on
on specific crisis services such as cnme V1cllms ad·
vocacy, professiogal counseling and emergency
shelter.

NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall
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Tue 12-8 11am-12pm
Thur 12-10 2-3pm
Wed 12-9 3-4pm
Fri 12-11 11 am-12pm
Math 120, 123, 150, 162 Final Reviews will be at Regular
Workshop Times.

Individual Tutoring also available for:
Math 100, 120, 121, 123, 150, 162
English 100, 101, 102
Social Science 100, Natural Science 100

Pogo 6, New Mexico
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Another Great Offer From
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UNM Student Special!
I
Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
I Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens I
J

1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!

1

limit one coupon per per!>on per day.

I

I
1

expires 12/10/81
1
--------------------------~

9801 Lomas NE: 291!-4242

5100 San Mateo NE: 881·9866

!=========================~

ASUNM Textbook Co-op
Has Reopened!
Sell your Books for More!

277-3701
24-A SUB Basement Hours will be posted.

DOONIE'S
842-1102
1800 Central S.E.

(Corner of University and Central)

SPECIAl ....
• Hamburgers .................... 39(
• French Fries ...•................ 39(
* Cokes ......................... 39'

Arts.

Sports

Destroyers To Take Over Popejoy

Television Money To Be Discussed

Ray Abeyta
1 guess it's been about two years
since George Thomgood played the
Kimo Theatre. I remember standing
in line outside of the box office
downtown with an odd assortment
of rockers, punks, regular folks,
paint sniffers and winos. I was
wearing this blue shark skin jacket,
(real shiny affair, almost metallic),
a pair of winkle pickers and my
black stove pipes. In front of me
was this guy in a black leather
bikers jacket with duct tape
wrapped around his work boots,
and his girlfriend. They s11id they
were from Chic11go, and no doubt
about it, they had that odd Chi
Town crudeness that comes from
too many bad winters. The guy
didn't like my jacket, said
something about Thomgood being
rock-n-roll, not punk rock. I told
him I didn't care, !liked his music
anyways. We left it tensely at that
and waited until they opened the
doors.
Once inside the venerable Kimo I
made it to the front seats, checked
out the crowd and waited some
more. 1 forget if there was an
opening act or not; if there was it

Eric Maddy
Three representatives from the
University of New Mexico will leave
today for a special meeting of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association that will attempt to
settle disputes regarding television
revenues.
Marvin P. "Swede" Johnson,
UNM's administrative vicepresident for student affairs and
institutional representitive to the
NCAA, John Bridgers, men's
athletic director and Linda Estes,
the director of women's athletics,
will go to St. Louis for the special
conclave that was scheduled last
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(3 doors west of Your Drug)
4306 Lome s al W ashmg I on

Dece:mber3
Wrestling: UNM vs ASU, Minni!Sotn in Tempe,

AND~:~~~~~~~;~~~

I
11

We are NOT restocking any product with a potential

for "Lookallke" abuse.

I

...

I

& THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

• 7 Skiers breakfasts althe University of Utah
• 6 All-chairs, all·day lift vouchers at Snowbird
• 20'7o discount on ski rentals for 5 days or more
'• I 0% discount on ski lessons
for reservalion application

THE CELLEH

10 00
DA. ILY
6 00
open :
p.m. · :
p.m ·

277-3427

$1850
.

o·

us Dollar<
INC. TAX

skeptical, but I'm willing
l~~reiisiieiirviiiaiiiiliiioiiniisiimiiuiisiitiibeiiiimiiaiidiieii4iiiiwiieiiekiisiiiiiniiaiidiiviia·l i i 1 c i i e i . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1 . towell.giveI'mthem
the benefit of the

Women~s

V

Dectmber S
Vlllle)·ball: UNM vs Miami (Ohio) in

NCAA fim tQund, Unh·erslty Arena, 7:30p.m.
S-wlnlmln11: UNM men and Women vs. New Mexico
State in Las Cruces, 2 p.m.
Womrn's Basketball: UNM at Dial Classic in San
Diego, Cal.
WrP.slllng: UNM at ASU Invitational, Tempr.. Al..
MONDAY
December?
Men'll Da5krtball: UNM YS Northern Arizona,
7:30, UniversitY Arena.
TUESDAY

DecemberS

Mrn•, Bnkrtball: Pick up tirkets today ror game
-with New Mexico Stale on Dec, 12 In Unlvcrslly
Arena.
INFORMATION
lntramurals: 277•SiSl, Johnson Gym room 230.
Tieken: 277.2116, SE -:ornrr of Uni"crsity Arena.

other small schools currently
sharing in the money.
The UNM officials are unified in
fheir support of the NCAA. "I
think the NCAA is more interested
in college athletics as a whole,"
Bridgers said. "I am interested in
what is best for UNM.
"I'm not ready to abandon
something that has improved
college athletics and given us more
benefits than ever," he said. "My
own personal philosophy on college
athletics is that although football
and basketball are the revenueproducing sports, they shouldn't
limit how good other sports are."
Bridgers said the UNM athletic
department will receive nearly
$200,000 from television revenues
this year, "and stands a good
chance to have that doubled for
next year" if the NCAA agreement
takes effect.
Estes was more vocal in her
opposition to the CPA. "They are a
chauvinistic organization," she
said, "They opposed women's
athletics in the NCAA and they
don't like women sitting on the
television committee. They don't
appreciate women on the post
season committee that I serve on
that primarily handles bowl

games. 't

No matter what action UNM will
take, Bridgers said the I 983 NCAA
basketball finals in Albuquerque
are not in jeopardy. "It's not a
matter of concern," he said. "We
don't have to worry about it.
"The only way we could lose the
finals is if we do not meet NCAA
standards. We've got som~ more
things to do, but we had to meet
enough of the standards to get the
bid."

'

[@

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, December 12
Room 230SUB

9 a.m.

All graduate students welcome

Ginny's
Garden of Gifts
Wyoming Mall
-t:rBEADS*
• llandmadc (~Jav •
• 1~¢Yt•tianl•a!'lii.; •
• ltalia•• (IJa!'lis •
t-:n.AF1'S & nn•OJU'S
2268-.i\ lVyomin~ Sl~

2US-400H

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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20o/'o off
on all food items
to UNM students with valid 10
Offer good throughout the fall semester

Dairy Queen

brazier.
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Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

keturning to School: Soropthnbt T.A,Ji, award

j

§

•

Your phone is part of your home. And at Mountain
Bell, we understand that when someone uses your
phone to invade your privacy, it's like an unwanted
visitor coming through your front door. But we want
you to know that you can have the lastword with these
callers. By not wasting any words with them at aiL
If the caller is a salesperson using a hard sell,
you don't have to listen.Just say you're not interested,
and hang up.
If you get an obscene call, or the caller remains
silent, don't stop to listen. Above all, don't talk to .
them. Hang up on their hang-ups. And if these
callers keep after you ot threaten you, get in touch
right away with the police and your local Mountain
Bell business office. We'll help you find other ways
to deal with these calls.
No matter what kind of unwanted calls you
get, let your actions speak louder than their words.
By hanging up. It's the best way we know to protect
the privacy of your home. And your phone.

-~

~

1

To protecfyour privacy,
don't waste words
with unwanted callers.

application~ are avalinbfe at thc Women'S" Center,
1824 Lns Lomas- N.£!. O~udllne iS Oec.l5,

I

D ,4.
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• 7 Nights accommodation at the Universily of Ulah

R i

0e(ember4
Men's Hasketball: UNM at Southern California,
8:30p.m
Wornen's Duketb1dl: UNM at Dial Classic in San
Diego, Cal.
G)'mnasiics: UNM's men and women open season
at Rocky Mountain Open, Colorado Springs, Co.
Wrc~llln~: tJNM atASU ln.,itational, Tempe, A1:.
Ski Tram: Will sell Christmas. trees to raise money.
lat is nt Montgomery and San M:nteo (almost.)

I
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didn't
matter anyways
doubt. After seeing them once, I'm
Thorogood was all the audience more than ready to see them again.
needed.
Opening for the Destroyers is a
The dude from Chicago was band from Austin, Texas, Stevie
sitting behind me. We continued Ray Vaughn and Trouble. One of
our "screw-you-too" conversation my roommates was in Austin over
while we waited for the show to the break and caught Vaughn at a
start. This chump was getting on local club. Talk about rave
my nerves.
response! The boy was drooling. at
So the show started. What can I the mouth talking about this guy.
tell you about the music? It's According to the source Vaughn
basically the same stuff you can and band play straight ahead
hear on the records - Chuck rockabilly originals with some
Berry, Elmo James, Bo Diddley- Hendrix (Jimi, not Nona) thrown in
the guy's only got two originals to for fun. To top it off he gets away
his name, But so what? Thorogood with it, even during the notoriously
can take a tune that's been around acid-stupor extended guitar solos.
for more years than he has and He said people were dancing like
make it sound like he he invented it crazy.
himself. Three chords go a long
Stevie Ray is little brother of
ways in the bands of this man, and Jimmy Vaughn from the Fabulous
with Jeff Simon and Billy Blough Tbunderbirds. If you caught that
pounding out metronmic rhythm, performance of punchy, rot-gut
the effect is something like being blues, and if talent runs in the
bludgeoned into a frenzy.
family, this is going to be good,
Forget the fact that this was a
Popejoy Hall will never be the
theater. You know, proscenium, same after this one, and I seriously
neatly arranged seats, a balcony, doubt that Big River and PEC (the
people were dancing .in the aisles people who are bringing us all of
like it was the Savoy. The this,) will ever get a- rock-n-roll
Destroyers put on a show and a performance in that hall again, so
half, tailored skin tight for an get it while it's hot.
audience of hard core real rock-nBack at the Kimo. The
rollers. Thorogood is a raunchy, Destroyers were into their second
good-time
performer,
duck encore when my friend from
walking, running up and down the Chicago turns to me, and through
aisles. An ever-present sweat line the din of it all yells into my ear,
grinned on that homely, good- "You know, maybe you're right!"
looking face, making sure the I looked at him and grinned, he
audience was having just as good a looked at my jacket, got this look
time as he was.
of disgust on his face and started
The guy from Chicago had long dancing again.
since gone wild: the leather jacket
was gone and he'd hacked out a
space in the crowd to do some
serious dancing. Every now and
then we'd catch each other's eye;
Up
he'd snarl and I'd smirk, but we
both kept dancing.
~e_r"riee
I don't remember how long the
show went on but it seemed like all
night. There was no way the crowd
would let him get away with just
Students J'or SUrvhal ""'- Thc: Arms Race Is
11 mCcling Ftlday at 12:00 noon in Ortcgli
one set. The encores kept getting Serlous
Hnll, rb0n1241.
longer and longer and the audience
Ceo~ar Chant.- Chavez will Speak at two tallies in
support of the Scrvici: and Maintenance Workers of
wanted more and more.
Saint Vlncents Hospl!al. The rallies will~ held lit f I
Thorogood is currently on a a.m. and 7:30 p.m" Monday at St. John's Catholic
marathon tour of the U.S., 50 Clntrch1 1301 bsagc In Santo Fe,
Hispanic EnRintet:lng O~pnllitlon - Meeting
states in 50 days. Albuquerque is today
at 7:l0 p.m. In the Old Lecture Hall. This IS tlic.
number 47 011 the list for Tuesday, last meeting or the semester.
N,M, Gt:ographlcal ASlloclaclon- '~Applications
Dec. 8 at Popejoy. The band is
lhe Outmoded Roles of Trnditlonal Agriculture/'
touring in an old checker taxi cab aM talk
by Dt. dcne Wilken of Colorado State
Ulilvcrslty, will be given Friday at 3:30 p,m. ln room
with a van for equipment. I could 202 or Hodgin Hall.
well imagine What· a tour like this
Snulhwe~i Resi!•rch and lnrorm•llon Cenler- An
could do to a person, but Opl!ill-fouse Will be heitl at the Center rrom j:jO Ia 7
'fhorogood and crew are out to Jl.m. Prid:~y, 'rhc: een.tcr ls locatCd at toS Stitrlford
prove that they can do it and do it s.E.Women's Center - Scholarship tor Women

The NBC/CFA agreement was
reached because many CFA
members felt a $263.5 million
agreement between the NCAA and
the ABC and CBS networks for
television rights gave too much
money to the small colleges that
rarely appear on television.
Since NBC lost most television
rights to college basketball earlier
this year, they are now shut out of
the major television sports. By
joining up with the CPA, NBC
woulp be able to corner many of the
television
favorites,
including
Alabama, Notre Dame, Oklahoma,
Nebraska and Texas,
To remedy the qualms of the
major powers and keep the NCAA
intact as the sole governing body of
intercollegiate athletics, a plan to
reorgani~e the NCAA under different criteria will be up for con·
sideration, according to Bridgers.
The reorganization would
probably affect members of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
and Missouri Valley Conference,
including New Mexico State and

This Week in Sports at UNM
THlJltSDAY

1

Legal Stimulants

-------------------------•

The' controversy began when
members of the College Football
Association, a 61-member coalition
of NCAA schools that include>
many of the major powers in
college football, the Western
Athletic Conference and most
major independent schools,
negotiated a contract with NBC-TV
to televise their football games in
1982.

~·

Casey Optical Co.

WAfiNING hllmural'lts may be hazardous to your lledlth 11 taken m grealer lhar1the rccommenO!XI dosage. It IS aga.m~l ln~
Jaw lu wmnbute 10 the delmquency of rnrnoHSI by provrtlrng lhese drugs wrt110ut parenlal consent You mus1 tle 1H ana prove
11 to pun;ll~s.e

~

Az.

i-f~r-------~pi;ktiAelu,;;-i
BUY ONE

SUillillCr,

Call for low prices on.hcrd,
soN or seml-sot1 lenses

265-8646

II

.... ..,

15.00 A.lergon ten 4.M

Good thru December 31, 1981 .
... also Burritos, Tacos and Fish ...

AD

on

CONTACT LE_NS SPECIAL

THAT'S RIGHT!!!
just 39¢

I

tel

~
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Classified
Advertising
c;~;r YOUR CHRISTMA-S presents at ASUNM's
Arts/Crafts Fair. Thurs .. Fri.. Sat. • Dec, 3, 4 ~nd
5th. SUB Ballroom.
IZ/4
IIAPI'Y IIIIITIIllAY GEORG~:!. I I Hope this is the
COLI,ECTAZINES, HEAVY METAL Omni,
best one you ever have. We love you lots and wish you
Rollins Stone, Life's, Loo~s, Ramparts, !OO's of
many happy, happy days.
1213
titles, V.. Price Books Records Cewal at University
11:00 a.m .• 9:00p.m., 7 days.
1111
IIAPI'Y BIRTIIOAY TO Lillian's beuer half. The
~arpool crew.
12/3
WACKA WA('I(A KLIIIAN Cat Calendar and
Christmas cards for'82 at UNM Bookstore.
12/3
A('('URATI> INFORMATION AIIOUT con·
traccption, sterill~atlon. abortion. Right to Choose.
IJIFFICU.I.TY IN G~:Tr!NG a relationship off the
2'J.1-0171.
tfn
grounc;l7 lndtvlctual consultations offered by a
professional counselor. For appointment 268·7477.
PR(';(;NANCY Tt:STJNG & COUNSEI.ING. Phone
12/3
247-9819,
tfn
IIOB M. GOOil Luck! Not That you'll need it, but
I'ASSI'ORT, IMMIGilATION, I,D, photos. 3 for
tlood Luck anyway! MM.
1213
$6.00!! Lowest prices in town! Fost, pleasing, sltort
walk from UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 123
WORl.l) WAll II Albuquerque Journals 1941 thru
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
1945, v, Price !looks, University at Central II :00
tfn
of Silver. Houn: 10-6 weekdays, Snturday9-5.
a. Ill.· 9:00p.m., 7 days.
1111
CHINESE IIUFFET. ('IlEAl' All you can eat. L.unch
MERilY CHRIStMAS ANU Happy New Year from
$1.45, "'PPer $4.50, Sunday llruneh $3.00. Jn~Jao's
the folk~ at v, PrkeBooks, Central at University,
Place, 5000 Centr\11 Ave. S.E.
tfn
12114
CONTA<'TS·POI.ISIIING, SOUJTIONS Casey
S('ASH S, S ('ASJI S, SAVt: cash shop at 1'1 Price
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
flooks, Record1, Magazines. A trip thru time
tfn
mag~zinc1 from 1900 to present. All Jypes paper·
WI·: IIOT I>ISTRIRUTOI!S. Prescription e}eglass
bucks, new and used, Collectors Records. University
frames. Greenwich Village [Lennon styles), gold
at Central II :00 a.m.· 9 p.m. 7 days.
I/! I
rimlm. $54.~0 (regular $65.00). Pay .LeS> Opticians,
COMICS MADS, STARLOG, Future, Life, Epi~,
5007 Mcnuul N.l!., ucross from l.a Beales,
tfn
'I• Price Books, Un!ve;'sily at Centraiii:OO a.m .•
WOMt:N'S IlEAl.Til SF.RVICI-; UNM. Student~ Y:OO p.m. 7 days.
I/ II
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, con·
PAPAMI'IPITEPEQUIPIEPEROPO Wipillipi.
12/9
truccptlon, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277·3136.
tfn
PI, AY ()l.ti'I.ICAn; IIIUUGF: Nonsmoking pairs
<;undny\, teams Mondays, 7pm. Bob's 1420 Carlisle
Nl', number 209. 266·9147 for pnrtocrs.
121.9
YOl 1 DON' r IIAVt: to ski to go to Red River! Enjoy
tlm mountain Playground for only $45,00, Dec. 4-6.
REWARil. LOST SMALL doberman/great dane
Call217-2336.
12/l
cross puppy. Carner of Silver & Harvard. Brown
COI.U:C"WRS COMI('S, SCI Fl, Mags over 2500
w/tan markings, long tall, Ooppy ears, orange collar.
jmt urri•ed. Half Price Books, Records, Magazines.
266-7125 or243-0541.
12/14
Nc\\cst bookstore in town, University at Central.
t'OUND MAN'S WATCH at University/Grand.
1213
Claim atlJ I Marron Hall,
12114
ONI.Y S2.35. 1WO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
LOST TWO Wt:EKS ago, beige peke·a·poo without
.:hemical free sausage panics, two slices to toni!, free
collar; answ<rs to Oinger; lost at Oirard & Con·
g,rtcn chili. Open 7 u.m. Morning Olory Cafe. Corner
slitution. Reward! Caii.255·125S or268-9112.
12/3
ofCJirnrd, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
MAX WAHLQUIST, PICK up your student I. D. at
llOOKSTOnt; GltT SIIOI' Christmas cards, toys
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
and games, puppet~ and dplls. ribbons and bows all at
CI,AIM YOU a. LOST possessions at Campus Police
l.INM Bookstore!.
12115
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p,m. dally.
tfn
('ONCf:I'TIONS CHRISTMAS OHER Buy one
19R l issue of Conceptions Southwest UNM'S Fine
ArtV literary publication featuring work by 34 UNM
artim and writers, get three back issues for $2.00.
total package price S6.00.
tfn
l1NIQt!E GIFT SALE. African hats, baskets.
HOUI1AY Ht:LP SPECIAL. Consci~ntious and
Antique ties, books, records. LPS $100 off. 500
dependable teenagers will do odd jobs. Yard cleaning,
e~cellent classical, country, jazz recently arrived.
house cleaning, small paint jobs. Also babysiuing or
Extra 10 percent off with this ad. "Birdsong'', !06
errands. Call266·3937, after 4:00.
tfn
Girard S.E.
12/14
GUITAII LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals,
Wf:•n; l'llOVED IT works, let us help you find
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. 265·331 5,
money for school. Southwest Scholarship Services,
tfn
P.O. nux 14805, Albuquerqlle, New Mexico, 87191.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
BY
En81ish/MA
editor.
12/14
Val( experience with dissertations, papers, Editing
Tim n:XTBOOI( ('0-01' Is open. Sell your books available, 266·9550.
211
for more at lite Co·op. Loc~ted in Rm. 24-A SUB
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
basement.
12/14
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,•
STUilENT VETERAN'S ASSOCIATION andATM
scholastic, charts and tables. 345·2125.
tfn
lll"iness Club is conducting its annual Christmas
TYPING/EDITING/TUTOR.ING 277·6404; 2«i·
I' pod Drlvo. Please donnie non-perishable goods at:
4567.
1/11
Textbook Co·op, SUD Lobby, Mechanical
TYPIST. 111M. EXPERIENCED. Juan Tabo/Lomas
Enginccrlug ~nd Faculty Club. Donations accepted
Area. 299·13.55.
l/11
weekdays.
12/14
WOUD PROCESSING SPECIALIZED In thesis,
n:AGEII IS EM~ER for an easy dame. If you fit the
reports, equations. Revision capabilities. Extended
description, leave horse scale and name at 277·2068,
hours. The Word Shop. 293-0838
12/4
the !'Ieasure loft. Dut beware of the jok...·it's tiny
nndmfl.
1212
PUOFESSIONAL RESUMES 265·9082,
12114
LOl.lhiiAPPY BIRTHDAY. Mar the Rhino of Life
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED, PROFESSIONAL
meet you for a tequilla. Lol'e, your Sis.
12/3
typist. School, business & legal papers. Theresa • 883·
7112.
12114
JOSIItiA, WE KNOW your back. Outchgirl still
breathes. Come around.
1213
NEED TUTORING IN Chemistry? Call Jonathan
Nimitz. PhD,. 255-4691.
1214
DO YOtJ I.IKE l'osotel Only !.IS a bowl at Casa Del
BERNALILLO COUNTY LEGAL Clinic.
~~~~u
~
Bankruptcy $200, Legal Counseling $20, Divorces,
OVt:R ItO NEW MEXICO Craftspeople will sell
AdoptlonsS75, 121 ValeSE, 242-2222.
12/4
their wares. SUD Ballroom, Dec. 3, 4 and 5th, 12/4
1214
TYPING 75 CENTS/PAGE, 296·4998.
IIERt: COMt~"i THE Chicken! The UNM Chicken is
A· I TYPIST· TERM papers, Resumes 299-8970.
coming soon to the New Mexico Union. Eat your
2112
heart out San Diego! YummyL
lfn
10: <~REAM CONF.S, .3S .60 .15 New Medea FAST ACCURAn; TYPING includes corrections,
spelling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt lOS Stan·
Union Ice CreamShoppe.
tfn
1/26
fordSE262-Jg6s.
HOt SOPAPII.LA WITH honey ,35 Salsa and chips
,75 Nachos 1.00 Casa Del Sol. New Mexico Union
Food Service.
tfri
RED ANO GIIEEN Chili Enchiladas .89 Burrltoes
I,00 Tostados .59 Casa Del Sol N.M.U.F.S.
tfn
THE CitADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus .Service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
~~~·
or erricicncy, from $205. Ali utilities paid •. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Aduh
couples,. no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
SE.'CONDHitNO CLOrHES
ENORMOUS, QUIET,lWQ.BEDROOM furnished
N£111 ~ US!O
townhouse apt., "fireplace, 9 ft. closets, S35U, utilities
for WOMEN. MfiJ 1i CHILD/fEN
paid, no pets, children, 247·8724.
trn
BEAUT/FilL FORMALS SIZE .J AND liP
fiOUSESITTEll: I AM looking for an apartment or
LONC SJ(/RTS -SMAll TO LARGE
house to houseslt during spring se111ester (or earlier).
Me..," Cro.h ~-o'"lno.."k
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
J/01 CENTRAL, St
fO "'IJO~I'JN·ff//
dwork. Catherine, 242•7228.
tfn
255-8.330
9•3 SAT
··oR RENT: E•. FICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, SIBS/mo., all utilities paid, Fully furnished •
security locks and laundry facilities. Please call before
6:00 in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ONE·HALF BLOCK ••ROM campus, nice Z BR
furnished apartment, 89g·0921,
tfn
VARSITY UOUSE ONE bedroom (utnished apt,
$230 includes utilities, twin or double beds, 268·0525.
12/14
AVAII.ADU; NOW. tJTILITIF.S paid, E,F.F.• 1 &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspon Apartments, 881·3570, 4501
Shepard Rd. Nl!.
2/9
ACAilEMIC SCHOJ.ARSIP POSSIDI.E for clean
quiet rooms in luxury neighborhood ncar campus
lat.ndry; private clltrancc, kitchen, bath. Under$160.
Female non-smoker preferred, 255·2221.
12/4
t'URNISIIt;O AND lJnl.ITIF.S paid. One bedroom,
$215.00. Studios, $185.00. 1218 Copper NE, 842·
6170 or 299·7012.
1213

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

3. Services

4. Housing

TJlE CATS

MEOJJJ

Covered
~t~ ~\WMAN-..,
Wf:.lt"f '~
256·1121
256-0000

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

.,.,agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

LAH(l~;, QUit:T ONF..-IlF:nnOOM apartment,
unfurnished, $185. Owner p~ys heat, hot water. Near
San Mateo and Kathryn, 266·1 216.
1213
SUJ1LET AVAILAH!.J;; UECt;;M11ER 19 ·Jan. 16,
831-5787.
1214
~'EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share fully
furnished house near Zuni and San Mateo. $115,
includes all' utilities. Must be neat, responsible and
considerate. 268-5208.
12/4
JUST l'AINTED, FURN13HED duple~ off Silver,
Ottc beLl room. Negotiable. 247-8647,
12/9
IIOUSEMATE WANTEU: TO share three bedroom
house In Ridgecrest Area (2 mi. from campus).
(]arage, yard, fireplace, $!42/mo plus 'I• utilities.
Cali256-7864.
12/9
ONEIIED!l.OOMAPAHTMENT, garage, yard, near
UNM, Hospitals, $185, 268;7218 .after 5 p.m. 12/14
EXTRA J,ARGE ONE-IIEDROOM apartment,
beam ceilings, skyflghting, carpet, drapes, near
12(]4
Carlisle/ Candelaria, $210, 888·3000,
'rJIRE~; m;onooM, LARGE dean, $475. Available
Dec. 7th, 883·3850.
12/9
110\.ISEI\IATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom, furnished
house, north campus arenm $175/mo., utilities, ~all
Jim, 256·1360.
12114
ONt; IILOCI( FROM UNM I bedroom duple~,
furnished, $165.00,842-8160 afterS:OO ~.m.
12/4
FEMAI.E ROOMMATE NEEDEI> to share two
bc~roo111 apartment, $150.00 a month, all utilities
paid. Cai1243·1647 anytime, one block from UNM.
!2114
WANT TO sunu;r or share rent cturing the
Christmas break (December 20th thru Jan, 12th),
Oene277·3770.
12/3
ONE FURNISHED 151~0/mo], one u01furnished
$165/lllo apartment ncar TV!. UNM. Cnll242-9158
or242•7081.
12114

S. ForSale
2 AFIIICAN MASKS 1920's I BoDo, l Dan.
REASONABLE268-9732.
1214
UALEBOOTS 9 I : 2 • 10 I I 2 SKI•DOOTS OOOD
condition, good price, Call Lynnwood 268·8863,
12.'4
ROLL IIA.R FOR small P.U. truck, black, S50.00.
217-5766 or266-0895.
l/11
STEREO EQUIPMENT n:CHNICS turntabk SLS2
$90.00. nnd casscne deck 1\1250 $260.00- §ocleromg
eortrodge ~sv4000 $70.00. All for $400, negotiable.
All 9 months old, new condition. AHcrnoons and
Evenings, Jon, 277·3085.
12114
SIS MONTHS OLD! I! Honda Express $295.00 266·
0895. Oreal, cheap transportation.
1111
flOWN SKI JACKET. Small $70.00 or best. 268·
7477, leave name/number, J'll call back.
12/3
I,INCOLIN CONTINENTAL 1972 2·Door nrellent
cndltlon, SUOO.OO or best offer, 2~8·9167 Evenlng5,
12114
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, Trucks many sell under
$200,00. Information on purehasingsimilar bargains.
602-998·0575 Ext, 924.
12114
SKIS. YAMAHA 160 w/Tyrolia bindings and Hart·
Ramy poles $95.00. Rossignol170 $25 or best offer,
268·6504.
12114
KING-SIZE WATERBED •.EXCELLENT condition.
C'all after 3;00 p.m., 255·6643. Price negotiable.
12/9
TEN SPEt:IJ BIKE, very good condition. 27 Inches,
mustseii,SJ50.00,265·7347.
12/9
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR the cyc.llst at the Harvard
Dike House, 137 Harvard SE, 255-8808.
12/9
liiKING BOOTS • WOMEN'S Vasque, 6, S60, 2713655, 242·3785.
12/4
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold,
rimli:ss. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E. across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment

ro
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Just A rrin·d:

AlUI Slt•vt•u's Skirts
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7. Travel
RIJ)ERS NEEllED TO Tucson leave December23rd
return December 27th. Call243·16S3 evenings. 12/14
IF YOI,J "HOPE'' to find Lnmour on the Road to
Hong Kong, .consider advertising In the Dally Lobo,
tfn
IF YOU WANT someone to "!1.<1. you on a slow boat
to China" why not advertise in the Dully Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WANTEIJ: USED L,P,'S, (Rock and New Wave).
Must be in e~cellant condition. For more information
~all John, 884·5348,
12/3
NEED XMAS CASH? Sell your gold and silver
jewlen•.
l/11
CALL ACULEX FOR all word processing needs:
theses, diMtdtation, resumes. 831-3183. COLLEC·
TAZINES, HEAVY METAL, 0111nl, Rolling Stones,
Life's, Looks, Ramparts, I00' s of titles, I V12 Price
books Records, Central at University 11:00 a.m. •
9:00p.m. 7 days.
I/ II
PURGATORY SKI ARF.A, Durango, Colorado, wll!
open for the .1981·81 season, Friday, lleeember 4th.
Midway snow depth 27' 1, Chalrllfts running with
1%~ slopes open.
12/4
WANT !lETTER PASSENGER Rail Serviee7Join
National Association of Rail Passengers, nuend
NARP's monthly m:etings, For more Info., call25~1029.
12/14
III.ACKSMITHING
6·DAY
OllNAMENTAL
workshops, write: Rolando Deleon, Rt. 2 Bo~ 216·11,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
12114
ASUNM'S ANNlJAL CRAFTS Fair· Thurs., Fri.,
Sat •. Dc0.3,4 & Sth. !Oa.m. -7 p.m. SUD Ballroom.
1214

MAGAZINE WALL OF .Fame, Collectors Life's,
Look's 1964 Bcatlcs ·Nixon· Manson· Tlte Duke·
Koufnx. Man on Moon. LB l's long ear dogs· IOO's
more, A Trip Thru Time. v,!'rice Books, University
at Central.
1213

9. Las N oticias
SI'URS MEETING THIS Thurs<lay night, 1213,7:30
in the SU!3. llring your moneY for Nalionals (in
Reno, Nevada), l.asl chance to attend this se111ester.
12/3
SUIIWAY STATION .LAST chance dance with t~e
funk sounds of Thumper and d.j. James Unlimited
this Sat., Oec. 5th, 9;00 p.m. to I :00 a.m. For more
info. caii277·4S06.
12/4
CONCEPTJONS SOUTHWEST, . UNM'S only
literary and fine arts publication Is accepting S4bmlsslons through December 18. Bring films, artwork
and literature, proposal! for performances of dance
music and theatre to Marron Hall, RoCJm 131. 12114
AT nu; UNM IIOOKTSTORE! Childrens.Bookfair,
Saturday Dec. $ from 12:00 to 4:00, The Third
Annual Frienda of the UNM Libraries Bookfair:
Juggler, puppets, ballons, magic, CPme .on over and
12/4
bring a kid,
IIAI.I.Y FOR PEA('E in memory or John Lennon,
December Sth, 12 noon, Yale Park,
12/4
t'UI,L SERVICE- ONE. STOP Print Shop- Prest·O·
P. rin~t 11/Mcdia Co·n· cep.ts (). '". phic.s, 5 cen.t copies·
prirjiTng-design, Across from U.~.M. NeKt to Jack·
in·tkllo•, 242-3385.
12/4

10. Yule Lo.l2.g_ _ __
YULE llt: GI.A.ll to hear that you can say your
Christmas cheer for only TEN CENTS a word. if you
say it In the Yule l.og.
lfn
CISCO, WHAT DO You want for Christmas? Santa
Claus,
12/4
TilE PARTY SEASON'S here, share a "bowl" of
(:hristmas
Cheer.
1214
MERRY CHRISTMAS NANCY and I hope thai you
have a very happy New Year. Re111ember, if you are a
good little girl, Santa will be good to you. This will
probably be the last classined for a while,. but don't
fret, the Lobo will begin publishing again in January.
tfo
ONLY 3 DAYS left to get your Christmas messagetn
12/14
theYuk Log.
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pec1a
1 1 slice of pepperoni pizza
I & sm. soft drink for $1.00
I
wtth <;oupon only 11130 · 1216

1

Sharing

~A Ride

Do you 11eed a lift?
Do you have the Wheels?
Save a\ least hall lhe gas expenses and
energy, Aegrster now lor holiday long
dJstan¢e travellng 266·2670.
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CROSSWORD .PUZZLER
horse
6 Calcium
symbol
7 Limb
8 Harvest
9Sterile
10 S-shaped
molding
11 Unwanted
plant
16 Musical
instruments
20 Roman
bronze
22 Part of
"to be''
23 Chief god of
29 Sparofd fish
Memphis
31 Shlp-s~p24 Was borne
ed clock
25 North Syrian
34 Paid notice
deity
35 Deposit
26 Dope
37 Through
30Tell
39 Diphthong
32 Comfort
40 Dress border 33 Touch
42 Declare
36 Hit lightly
44 Rent
46 Hebrew
month
48 Equal
50 Detested
53 Small
amount
54 Perform
55 Conjunction
57 Writing tool
61 Pronoun
62 Unasplrated
64 Melody
65 Pronoun
66 King of
beasts
67 Dispatch
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Girl's name
3 Knight
4 Fasteners
5 Spirited

I
1
I
I
I

!

127 Harvard SE
~--------------

.:Iwr' '(,"/iu'j(JIIaJ l)hajlju'JI,'f 1)(,'1/t , dn,'l ,-flu)r·ltaJr•

TELEPHONE. SALES WORK: Pleasant telephone
sales work for local radio promotion. Clear speaking
voice essential.. Up to S6 per hour plus bonus. No
experience necessary, We train. Work from 9 a.m. • 2
p.m. or 4 p.m. • 9 p.m. Apply between
a.m.- 6
p.m., Mon • Frt, at 120 Jackson NE (behind New
Chinatown Restaurant on Central).
12/14
PART•TII\IE JOI1 afternoons lind evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights, Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phOne calis, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lo111as NE 1 5516
Mcnaul NE.
tfn
COLLEGE STUDENTS, MEN, Housewives, Senior
Citizens: Pleasant telephone sales work for focal
radio pro111otlon, Clear speaking voice essential. Up
to S6 per hour plus bonus. No experience necessary.
We train. Work from 9a.m. • 2 p.m. or 4 p.m. • 9
p.m .. Apply between 10 a.m.- 6 p.m., Mon- Fri, at
120 Jackson NE (behind New Chinatown Restaurant
on Central).
12/14
LIGHT DELIVERY: 10 people needed for local
delivery, must have economical car, neatappearance,
know Albuquerquco Apply 120 Jackson N.E. (behind
New Chinatown on Central) from 9:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m.
12/14
NEED SOMEONE INTERESTED in taking my $on
to F'eldenkrais sessions, thirteen and in wheel chair.
Weekdays fro111 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., call 883·7771,
evenings and weekends 293-4853. Ask for Sherry.
12/3
SUBSTITUTES NEEDED TO work In temporary
care facility for handicapped adults. Call Kathi
Norris at Esperanza Para Nucstros Ninos. For more
ill(ormatlon catl873-0600.
12/4
DGR IS lliUING undergraduate, graduate students.
Must be able to work this spring, sum111er and next
full, Challenging position if you know something
about making the 3032 go. W/S qualified or not,
we'll train you. Callj30S.
12/9
NEEIJ QUICK CllRISTMAS cash? Photography
salespersons needed for I to 4 weeks. Work after
school, weekends, and during Christmas break and
earn as much money as you need, Call Oan llaldwln
842·5063. Leave your name and number.
12/14
EXCEI.Lt:NT PAY MOIIEI.ING novelty ite111 on
weekends. Applicants must have extremely outgoing
personalities. Call Mr. Colmellarcs 111 296-8111
between 10·5.
12/3
STAFF WANTED: WF.STERN Colorado ca111p
em~hasizing outcnrhp and river proRram, two years

r=· -

coll~ge tmd sincere Interest in working with children
required. in~lude se[f.addmsc<l. stamped (37 cents)
envelope with inquiry to Andmon Camps, GypsUillo
C::a, 81637,
1~/J
NtmnEPI UP('t:R DIVISION
Chemistry ~r
Biology and Computer Science majors to assist m
neurotr~nsmltter assay project for Spring Semester,
Gain -research experience (499) and ktt~r of
recommendation. ComputerSeience major must h~ve
experience In ]l~sic Contact Michael Boreson
Department of Psychology. Ph #277-5306 or ~665012.
1/11

ACROSS
1 Free ticket
5 Cicatrix
9 Nod
12 Mine
entrance
13 Biblical weed
14 Mature
15 Decanter
17 College deg.
18 Female ruff
19 Entreaty
21 Peeled
23 Overtures
27 Pronoun
28 Rooms-

38 Softens
41 Substance
43 Sweet potato
45 Man's nickname
47 Exist
49 Mature
50 Mixture

51 Pain
52 Plaything
56 Portuguese
coin
58 Hint
59 Hostelry
60 Conducted
63 Negative

